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Foreword
Environmental problems have reached a crisis proportion in sonic Indiana communities. Water
pollution, air pollution, noise, visual blight, solid waste, destruction of wildlife habitats and the loss
of valuable farm land to shopping centers and housing projects are just a few of the issues and
problems facing the citizens of this state and nation.

The task of halting the destruction and depletion of our resources and the preservation of human
and animal health will be accomplished by many students, parents and adults getting involved in
community, state and national environmental projects. This Whole Earth Design contains investiga-
tions which suggest ways students and educators can become directly involved in activities to study
and improve natural and human systems. It is an action-oriented design' which asks participants to
stop, look, think, analyze and pursue process activities to improve their local environs.

The !ndiana Departmcnt of Public Instruction, the U.S. Forest Service and the Indiana State Board
of I lealth encourage all interested teachers and students to participate in this unique and relevant
process approach to environmental education.

larold I 1. Negley, Ed .1).
State Superintendent of Public Instruction

William T. Paynter, M.D.
State Health Commissioner

liris puhlication is printed on recycled paper.
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Preface
The purpose of this interdisciplinary instructional design is three-fold. At its basic level,it serves as

activity-based program guide for developing in students and instructors, grades 4-12, the ability
to observe, assimilate and interpret the world around them.

On another level it provides the "Irands-on" experiences that open the bounds of the usual
four-walled classroom and allows the student and instructor to develop a learning motif that is
limited only by their imaginations.

Finally, at its most creative level, the design is structured to acquaint student and instructor with
the principles or values and decision-making.

Through a multi-disciplined approach, the design attempts to engage student and instructor in the
complex problems of priorities and personal world. Confidence and curiosity should be magnified..
through tl:is exercise, exciting student and instructor to step beyond the limits of their present
knowledge.
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Introduction
'Hui environmental investigation lesson plans in this packet are designed to help teachers take an
in-depth look at different components of the environment. The plans were developed with the
assistance or specialists in educational processes and educators, students and resource-agency people
for whom they are designed. They have been field-tested in environmental education workshops
throughout the country.

The lesson plans provide a structure far learning in which one activity builds on others and leads to
some generalizations about the environment. These generalizations, in turn, can provide a basis for a
better understanding of environmental problems and their possible solutions. Even though the
investigations are structured, they allow the student freedom to observe, collect, record and
interpret data at his own pace and level of understanding. The lessons also arc designed to elicit a
maximum of student response and involvement through the use of discussions and questioning
techniques. In many instances, charts, tables and other aids are included to help the-student
interpret the data he has collected.

The techniques used in these investigations such as'collecting observable data, making inferences,
setting up investigations to check inferences, communicating feelings and awareness ---can also be
used in investigating other problems and other components of the environment. However, the
activities used are not all repeatable, and the teacher will need to develop activities appropriate to
new situations.

Lesson Plan Components

Each investigation contains suggestions for "setting the stage," a series of tasks to be done
individually or in small groups, task card samples to be used with these activities, sununary activities
and questions. supplementary charts and tables where appropriate and, in some instances, additional
information about the type of teaching .ictivity to bc used, "

Processes
The educational processes of (1) collecting data from primary sources, rather than from books or
lectures, and (2) of group problem-solving have proved to be particularly useful in environmental
education. Evaluations from workshops indicate that these processes facilitate an understanding of
environmental interactions and interdependence, as well as a development or concepts by the
learners about the environment. These two basic processes or approaches are used throughout the
investigations.

Self-Directed Task Cards
TaSk cards, which have been developed for most of the activities, appear in the appropriate Rlace in
each lesson. Some of them represent activities which can be used separately from the rest of the
lesson. In all cases it is recommended that the task cards be separated from the rest of the lesson
plan and be given to students as they are needed.

Discussion Questions
Discussion questions are used to introduce and to summarize each activity or task. Such questions
immediately involve the student in a way that lectures or instructions from the teacher do not.



Discussion questions are open-ended in that more than a "yes" or "no" response is required. The
learner has the opportunity to contribute the data he has collected as well as his thoughts about
tha I n forma t

The summarization of tasks and lessons, which also uses questions and discussion, is one of the must
important parts of each investigation. The questions used are designed to:

I. Provide opportunities to discuss the implications of what has been learned about the
environment for management of the environment.

'. Assist the participant in developing his own concepts and generalizations about what he
has done and the ways in which he has learned.

BeharOral Outownes
Since educators now prefer to evaluate learning experiences in terms or the subsequent observable
behavior of students, sonic minimal expectations. concerning the acquisition of knowl.Age and skills
have been des ribed. Possible behavioral outcomes in the areas of environmental feelings, awareness,
values and action are also listed.

Conducting the Investigations

The following guidelines may help in conducting the environmental investigations in this packet.
hey are not flawless, of course, and may require some adaptation in different situations. They take
into consideration some or the stOmbling blocks that can interfere With the student's fullest
involvement in learning activities.

. Minimize as fully as possible the amount of lecturing, showing or telling.
2. Briefly go over the objectives of the investigation with the students so they will know

what to expect.
3. Do a personal preview of the investigation in the place where it is to be conducted.
4. Plan and pace the session so that each task can be done thoroughly and well.
5. If there are time restrictions that prevent doing an entire investigation, decide in advance

which tasks are to be omitted. Don't get trapped into rushing so much that you provide
all the data verbally instead of allowing students to collect it.

b. Use the lesson plans as a guide, particularly for the questioning and discussion periods,
but don't hesitate to revise as necessary once the plan has become familiar.

7. Start the summarization of the investigation at least a half hour before the time period
ends. Since these summaries focus on applying what is :earned in the investigations to
land management and environmental problems, they are extremely important and should
be given ample time.

S. Use the summarizations as evaluation tools. The discussion that concludes each.session
will reveal what concepts and understandings have been acquired by students and what
additional information they may need.

9. Include a discussion or ways the investigation can be used in classrooms or on
sehoOlgrounds, giving special consideration to ways environmental studies ean be
inte-unted with other subject areas of the school curriculuM,

10. Do a self-evaluation or the session while it is still fresh in mind so that improvement can
be made for later sessions.

Moving people from place to place and having enough equipment may not be the most important
factors in an instructional activity; however, too little attention to these can detract from the
success of the instruction. so consider the following:

. Make ,ure that you have enough equipment and that it is in working order.

8



2. Plan for checking out and returning the equipment. It is usually hest to assign a student
to this job.

3. Discuss possible hazards, regulations and sanijary provisions with the students before
leaving for the study area.

Conclusion

"Fhe ideas and activities in these teaching materials will not come to life until you have tried them,
modified them and improved them to fit your own ne,Lds and the needs of the location. Every
teacher has an individual style, and the lesson plans should be used to fit that personal style.

Additional lesson plansfor investigating other elements of the environment are being develoPed and
will be added to the packet from time to time. If you wish to receive these as they become
available, send your name to: Indiana State Board of Health, Division of Health Education, 1330 W.
Michipn Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46202.



Investigations for
Land USG Planning
Set the stage for this investigation by reviewing quickly what will take place in the allotted time.
For example: "In the next four hours we will develop some skills and apply them to collecting and
interpreting data about the soil environment and then apply that data to nmking some decisions
about what might be the best uses of this land." You might want to read the behavioral objectives
which appear at the end or this lesson plan and refer back to them as an evaluation of the session.

Adapting Lesson Plan to Your School and Community

Name of Lesson: Investigations for Land Use Planning.

Process Skills: Observing, testing, collecting, interpreting, inferring, investigating, communicating,
predicting, recording, describing (feelings, values, understandings) constructing, analyzing.

Suggested Grade Levels: 4-12. Each educator will need to adapt this material to individual and
group needs.

Suggested Disciplines: Social Studies, Science, Mathematics, Health, Language Arts, Creative Arts.
This interdisciplinary activity involves students by utilizing process skills and many disciplMes
to experience, understand, or ihiprove local environs.

Environmental Study Sites: This lesson plan can be used in a rural, suburban or urban
environment such as school grounds, city and state parks, farms, yards, industrial sites, forests,
roads and building sites.

Designing Additional Experiences: Educators and students interested in designing similar
environmental learning experiences should secure a copy of Total Environment Education, a

K-I 2 interdisciplinary design which asks individuals to analyze and actively pursue activities in
order to understand and improve their environs. See resource list for address.

I. DESCRIBING SOU,

When you first meet the group, have them sit down and do Task A:

TASK A: (5 minutes) Work by yourself.

In yourown.words, describe soil.
Keep this description I'm your --)wn reference at the end of the session.

5



OliSl..RVIN(; AND RECORDING 'II HNGS IN THE SOIL

Distribute Task 13 cards and have class work in Luoups of three or four and report findings in 15
minutes.

TASK B: ( I 5 minutes) Work in small grocips.

. Predict what things you will find in the top few inches of this forest floor. List your
predictions:

2. StAe out an area two or three feet square on the forest floor and sift through the top three
hiches cif the soil. recording the evidence of plants and animals you observe.

leicttpliun item m the sthl Ouantity Possible effect on soil

3. The following three terms are used 16 describe organic matter at the top of the soil: litter. duff
humus. From Your study above, complete the following chart:

Term and dillinition Describe the feel List the identifiable parts of
plants and animals you found

I.it ter (identifiable dead things on surface)

1)uff (partially decomposed organic
matter compac(ed)

nuts ( almos( completely decomposed.
nomdentifiable organic matter)



Questions and discussion:

1. What did you find?
2. When would you expect to find more organisms? different organisms?
3. How do the omanisms you found benefit the soil?
4. What arc some reasons for odors in the soil?

III. DEVELOPING THE SKI LLS TO COLLECT SOIL DATA

Move the group to the soil profile or soil pit.

Questions and discussion:

1. What ciin we see as we look at this cross-section or profile of soil?
What are some things that would be important to find out about it? Accept all comments.
The observable characteristics of color, texture, structure, temperature and the acidity or
alkalinity (p1-1) of a soil are indications of some soil conditions important in land use
planning.
We are going to collect and record some of this information. For the next few minutes, we
will stay together as a group to develop skills in collecting soil data. After that, you will be
working on your own.

Quickly (10 minutes) go over the following items about soil and collecting the data. This
instructional session is extremely important. The participants will use the skills they develop in this
session when they collect data for the micromonolith.

Soil Onnponent2; (not necessary to discuss in this order)

1. Soil laym (horizons)
Mark where the soil changes color and .general appearance. Many soils have three major
layers or horizons, i.e., top soil, subsoil and parent material. Because soil formation has
many variables, you may find only one or two layers. of the major layers you do find,
measure and record the depth of each.

2. (Wor
Describe and record the color of each major layer. Have participants pick their own
description of color.

3. Texture .f,liow the soil feels)
Determine and record the texture of each major layer.

Texture is determined by feel. Push and rub moistened sample between thumb and
forefinger. Spit on sample to moisten.

If it feels gritty sand
if it feels smooth and slick, not very sticky silt
It' it feels smooth, plastic, very sticky clay

NOIF Ilave samples of sandvilt und clay in Cans. nape participants prac..':'e with these samples to
find out what the te.vnires feel like .";.efore determining textures of the soil profile iouler study.

4. Structure (how the soil is put together)
Determine the structure of each major layer. Carefully break apart a shovelfutof soil from
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each layer and match its characteristics with one of the structure words on.the work
(Task C)

5. l'emperatiov
Determine and record the temperature of each layer. Plant's growth depends upon soil
temperatures durinu the !,,,,wing season. Find out growing season in the study arca in
advance.

0. pil (acid:
DetermL ic plt of each major layer. Plants ncy...
well. Tlw dciL 01 pH also affects how plants grow.

soil nutrients to grow

NOTE: Demonstrate how to use pll kit in front of whole group. Use some foreign material like
cigar ashes as a demonstration. Tell the students not to pack the sample too tightly. Use just enough
pll reagent to saturate soil sample. Match color at the edge of the soil sample in porcelain dish with
HI color chart.

IV. CONSTRUCTING A SOIL MICROMONOLITH

Explain that the skills just developed are going to be used to construct a soil micromonolith.
Explain that a inicromonolith is a small cross-section of the soil prdfile. You can make one by just
sketching the layers on the prorde sketch or by putting samples of each layer in a baby food jar or
other clear container. Distribute Task C cards. Notice that there is a place to check or record the
d;ita collected and a place to sketch what the soil looks like.

TASK C: 20-30 minutes) Work in small groups or by yourself.

Using the skills you have just developed and the available equipment, construct a soil
liii cromonolith of this soil prortle, Record your observations on the soil micromonolith lab sheet.
You may want to make a micromonolith using the cards and jelly cups; if so, ask your instructor.

When finished with this task, report to the instructor to receive Task D,

Air temperature 3 feet above slnl surface

Air temperature just above soil surface



Sketch your soil profile, label the

PROH LL SlaTCH

layers or horizons and record the ,data.

DATA

C'ontents of material above soil

, Depth " to,

(I lorizon): Depth to Color
opsoil

Texture: Sand , Silt , Clay
Structure: Columns Blocky Platey
Granules ..._, Temp
roots visible

°F,'Plant

Record below the same information above for the rest of
the layers.

Describe type of rock in the bedrock present)

V. ANALYZING YOUR SOIL DATA

TASK I): (20 30 minutes) Work in small groups or by yourself.

Using the soil data you collected and the following tables, answer the following questions:

t://i.rt () f id depth oil plaid gmwth and Wafer smrage

Deep soil (over -1
Niod. deep soil (2(r'-42")
Shallow soil ( 20" ;In(I under)

l'Aee lIen t Wa ter storage and plant growth
(;ood water storage and plant growth
l'oo r water storage and plant growth

l'he potential of nly soil tor water storage and plant growth is:

\ Collent Poor



SOME RELATIONSHIPS OF COLOR '1.0 SOIL CONDITIONS

bark (dark Keel..
rop 0,11 condition /crown to black)

31(Werately (lark ((lark
brown to yellow-brown)

Light (pale brown
to yellow)

Annnint of Organic Material Most Moderate Low

Erosion factor Low Medium High

Aer:0;, Excellent Good Low

AvailaH. Excellent Good Low

Fertility Excellen( Good Low

Submrlace (1)1(v lopri:(nd Condit ion
. . . _

Dull grey (if in low rainfall soils) Water-logged soils, poor aeration

Yellow. red-hrown. (Win rorest Well-drained soils

Mott] J rsey (if in humid soils) Somewhat poorly to poorly drained soils

a. What can you say oht.ifit the following, based on the cokw of the top soil, or A horizon?
Amount of organic material
Erosion factor
Fertility .

\Vna can you say ahotti the drainage in die horiton, based On color?

fr, 1,'S,H,c

III 14 /1.111(1c

I ps(111 )

It'aterlioLlIng c4ip.1 it 1. I,rIcsliCS III' Soil

Poor
Good to excellent
||iXh (Plants can't lisc it in clay.)

Good
Good
Pom

So! writ r ftl' (1)\CP)).15



FE ITCTS OF STRUCTURE ON SOIL CONDITIONS

rlpf' Penetration of water Drainage iteration

Columns Good Good vertical Gooq

Blocky Good Moderate Moderate

( ranular (.1ood Best Best

a sLick of plates) Nli 1,:rate Moderate Moderate

Using the structures you recorded, and the chart above, what can you say about the drainage
properties of your soil tor:

wsui I ( \

Subsoil (II)

4.5

( I lo 4,5 is too acidk.
I'm most plants)

6.5 8.5 I 4_ - _ - -
(Most its 18.5 to 14 is too aIk;nc for in 4 plants)
do he el

S:11.1111%:- ,
pl I 4 vu,Idotlendron., camellias.

Hnc,. iN, mIly, daphne,
pl I 6:1-7.0: I,mple, mountain ash, pan-.
pl hcech, mock orang(., aspar.

Using the pl I ranges you recorded and the I.

,Yonie that could gr()11' licre
have,' pll gind chart

cas, fern, spruce
ice, oaks, birch, willow, rhododend;:
asters, peaches, carrots, let nice, 1,i me%

igehrush

above, complete the following

Y.)me ;; Pially I diSerl', t1111.1; Ift'h

I )ii 1 1' !nit in !etc! built IIIC 11)1:11: cheLl: ottI

I' \plain:

pll the onh. I actor dllecling, where plants grow? Ye. No

\ ['Lim

4



Describe in a short paragraph how you would set up an experiment to collect dath and construct
your own soil pll-pla nt relationship chart.

SOI L Tl';1vllEkATURE

Soil tetmerature Conditions during growing season

Less than 40° F

40° h 5O F

65° F to 70° F

No th ; soil bacteria and rungi not very active

Some growth

Fastest growth

700 F to 85° F

85°

he ng season (1r my area is

.; the sail temperature chart tell .'ou'?

Some growth

No growth

tn below, convert the soil temperature table to a line graph. (5-10 minutes) Work by

; IFICAINIM; St)Nib. LAND t!s:

is and diseussion:

students that all the inforin; ion needed to discuss some land uses ot the study area,
.. slope ol I land, has been ohlained. Distribute Task F. 1)emonstrate its use and have
wmuls UI 511 nH uoups to measure other slopes in the study area.



TASK N.:

Determining the slope of the land:

1. ec.1s te. a place that represents the average slope of the land being studied or take several
measurements and average them.

2. Place one end of a 100-inch stick on the slope you want to measure. Hold out straight until
level.

3. Place a level or jar with some liquid in it on the outright stick. Raise or lower the stick until
level.

4. Measure the number of inches the tiee end of the stick is above the ground.
5. The number of inches is the slope of the land in percent.

AJAR OF WATER
100 INCHES

INCHES
Af3OVE GROUND

If you use a ditTerent length stick, correct by
using the conversion table below.

CONVERSION TABLE

I. inches the end of the hY conversion
Length stick used stick is alcove the ground factor

loo"
50"
25"

Per Cent

Land

4

LAND USN CHART

This is a chart for soils for one kind of land, climate and plants. Other areas may require a different
set of criteria.

gneultur," sev Slone
Ert 'lit W
ho..!IMI

SI Pii

l/epth Drainage l'I.sture

Earm crops cultivation,
go 0 d Solt Illa nagemenI
practi s

0-3 None Deep Well-drained Lotmi or silt loam

Farm crops few to several 3-20 Slight In Modoratcly Somewhat Sandy loam or
special cultivation practices tuoderate dCcp poolly silty clay

13



LAND USE CHART

Erovion Soil
Ire it Ws Slope hazard depth Drainage Texture

Occasional cultivation, many 20-30 Severe Shallow . Poor Sand or clay
special practice

Pasture-woodland cultivation, 0-2 None to Deep Well to Stoney
no machinery can be used slight poor

Past n rc , t i in ber growing. 30-90 Very Deep to Well to Sandy, silty.
woodland, wildlife, no severe shallow poor clayim, oi 1,)Ay
cultiyation machinery

Wildlife, recreation All None to Deep to Lxcessive Rockland, river
extreme shallow to poor wash, sand dunes

The most limiting soil factor will determine the best agricultural use or the land.

Occuparn Land Uses by Man:

.Man's varied uses or land has demanded criteria to determine proper management practices for
living on the land. Fxamples in addition to agricultural uses include: prescriptions for aesthetic
management. soil site indexes For growing timber and criteria or greenbelts.

Sonli ..,nd factory ajle, ting
p'un Slight liniitatio,i .1loderate limitation Severe limitation

Roads and .-:t reek
Slopc, 0-1 2%. 12-30% Over 30%
Dept h Over 40" 20-40" Less than 20"
Water table Over 20" 10-20" Less than 10"

!Wilding Sues
Slopes 0-12% 12-20%. Over 20%
Depth Over 40" 20-40" Less than 20"
Water table Over 30" 20-30" Less than 20"

Septic Tank Filter Fields
Slope 0-7';
Depth Over 6'
Water table depth Over

below trench

Picnic and Camp Areas
Slope
Stones

tabli., thickly,

seds(ln or use

I)Istribille Task I; cards.

0-7';

Over 30-

7-12%
4-6'

7-15%
20-50%.
20-30"

Over 12%
Less than 4'
1.ess than 2'

Over 15%
Over 50c.;
less than 20"



TASK F: (20 minutes) Work in small groups.

Using the data from Task I), Task E and the Land Use Chart (preceding page), answer the following
questions.

According to the agriculture and occupancy land use charts, this land could be used for:

Agriculture use (list and explain why):

Occupancy (yes or no and with

Roads and streets

Building sites

Septic tar', filter fields

Picnic anC: camp areas

I feel the besr of this land would be (justify your answer):

Questions and disenssion:

. !low have you classified this land'?
Rased on your observations and the data you collected, do you feel this land is being
properly used?
In your estimation, have man's activities affected the classification of this land?
Could inan improve the capability of this area? flow?
I low could man reduce the capability of this area?

I 3



Distribute Task G cards.

TASK G: (10 minutes) Work by yourself.

Using the words from the data you collected anC
description of the soil in yv soil study. Compaic
beginning of t h .,ssion

,rded on t nnci )lith card, write a
:111 thc Lille you wrote at the

Questions and discussion:

1 . What are some factors that contribute to soil formation'?
2. What evidences of geological changes have you noticed in this area?
3. What other factors might affect uses of the land? (climate, growing season, needs of

community, economic, past history of uses, etc.)

VII. COMMUNWATING FEELINGS, AWARENESS AND VALUES ABOUT SOIL

Distribute Task II cards.

TASK II: (10 minutes)

Describe what you can do improve the use of the soil in your backyard and in your community.

Questions and discussion:

I . Ask for individual descriptions and have group dicussion. Relate hack to the response:
given to question: titer Task I'
What types of community ;1, mm Call \V Idke t, identify and help solve soil and land
management pr,,Hcins ll our communo I low Lit) these relate to toning laws, planning
c ntion. to,al and state political deci,,,m-inaking?

those dat . or processes of collet:1111,g data and identify a local land use problem and
ileelop smitil.HIOn game similar to the ( :nter Pkicc ;awe. (See I esson Plan Outline lin

mironiHcni,r I and I INC SHIHILItilin (,111. )



Summary questions:

,t1,1 we find out about th nment Lou dy today?
oil characteristics i Int in environmental management?..

I i c. e summarize our discussions and investigations'?
4. What processes and methods did we use in our investigation today?
5. Let's review the behavioral outcomes for this session to see if we achieved our objectives.

Read list and have group comment,

.FASK I:

Describe in writing how you feel about our session today. (Evaluation)

Behavioral Outcomes in Knowledge

As a result of this session, you should be able to:
Describe three ways in which the living organisms in the top part of the soil affect the soil.
Construct a soil micromonolith of an assigned soil profile, determine and record texture,

structure, pit, temperature and color of each layer.
Write a description of a soil you studied, using the words you recorded about that soil on your

micromonolith.
Demonstrate the ability to determine the best uses of the land in this area, using the data from

your soil micromonolith and the land capability charts.
lkscribe three things that man does to determine the proper management of the soil resource.

Outconws in FeelingsAwareness, Values and Action

As a result of this session, you should be able to:
Describe how you feel about man's effect on this soil environment.
Describe how you feel about man's etTect on the soil environment where you live.
Describe what you can do to improve the use of the soil in your backyard and in your

community.

Equipmew vet' '1 (If)" ts)

() La Mottc soil pH kits
30 micromonolith cards
() tape measures
30 sets or la)) sheets
3 sticks (50- or 100- long)

100 jelly cups and lids
3 soil thermometers
... No, 10 cans of water
30 hand lenses
3 baby food jars, 1..:."-full of water

17

3 staplers
1 box staples
2 shovels
3 yardsticks
Labels to differentiate soil

horizons



Measuring Water Quality Criteria
Set the stage for this Mvestigation by reviewing quickly what will take place in the allotted time.
For example: In the next four hours we will investigate evidences of aquatic life in this stream, infer
stream temperature, 0 2 and pl I 'from that life, and then check out our inferences through
experhnentation. We'll determine the streamilow of the stream and discuss ecological, social and
political concerns of using such water. You might want to read the behavioral objectives which
appear at the end of this lesson plan .ind refer back to them as an evaluation of the session.

Adapting Lesson Plan to Your School and Community

Name of Less() it: Measuring Water Quality Criteria

Process Skills: Observing, testing, collecting, interpreting, investigating, communicating, predicting,
measuring, recording, describing, (feelings, values, understanding), constructing, inferring,
analyzing.

Su,ggested Grade Levels: 4-1 2. Each educator will need to adapt this material to individual and
group needs.

Suggested Disciplines: Social Studies, Science, Mathematics, Language Arts, Creative Arts, Health.
This activity involves students by utilizing process skills in a variety of-disciplines to experience,
understand or improve local environs.

Environmental Study Sites: This lesson plan can be used for streams, gravel pits, ponds, lakes and
rivers in a rural, suburban or urban environment.

Designin' /1th /Mona/ Experiences: Total Environment Education (See resource list)

I. DrITRMINING WATERS! IED BOUNDA RI ES

Distributt. 111:1 ps of' the area, one for each person.

TASK A: ( 1 5 minutes) Work in small groups.

Find Creek on the map. Find your location.
Where does the water in this strealn come from? Trace upstream to its source.
Draw lines around the boundaries of our watershed, We're in the Creek watershed..."

II. OBSERVING STREAM ENVIRONMENT

Assign TJA B for recording observations of the stream enviromilent, Walk to stream. Distribute
Iasi: It cards.



"FASK 13: (10-15 minutes) Work by yourself or in small groups.

As you approach the stream, observe and record your observations about the stream environment
(Can be done visually and verbally):

Plank

Animals -

Air

Rocks

Water

Questions and discussion:

1. What did you notice about the stream enVironment?
2. What plants were growing on the gravel bar?
3. Why aren't large trees growing on the gravel bar?
4. What did you notice about the rocks?
5. Where did you sec the bigger rocks? the smaller?

013S1;RVING AQUATIC ANIMALS

Questions and discussion:

I. What did you notice about the water in the stream?
2. What do animals need to live in water?
3. Where would you expect to find animals in the water?
4. What guidelines need to be developed by our group as we collect animals from the stream?

Discuss what to do with animals kept for observation, what to do with rocks that are
overturned. Nvhat to do with animals when the session is over.

Distribute Task C cards.

TASK ci (30-40 minutes) Work by yourself or in groups.

Using collecting equipment (screens, jelly cups. etc.), collect as many types of aquatic animals as
possible. Put them in the white containers for observation by tlie group. keep the pan in a cool
pkwe. When you're finished, contact the instructor to receive the next task,

) 1;0 .11'0111 gl'0111) ,I;1'01111 10 StT /IOW ale Sluidell1S (We d0111g.

IV, 11)1.N FIFYIN(; ,ND RFC()RDING i\QUATI(' ANIMALS

Distribute Task I) L'M lls,

.



TASK D: (20-3() minutes) Work by yourself or in groups.

Using the (;olden ature Guide Punt/ Life books or shuilar field manuals, generally identify the
specimens you found.

List or sketch the animals you found below.

Description of where finold . Type (name or sketch) No,

Return animals to water as soon as finished.

Questions and discussion:

I . What animals did you find? Compile a group list, preferably on a chart. Each person should
record the group list on his own work sheet (Task D).

2. Where did you find most of the spedmens?
3. What similarities are there among the specimens?
4. What differences did you find?
5. What classification system could we use to classify the aquatic animals we found?
6. What other life would you expect to find in this stream?
7. Would we be likely to find the same specimens in a different aquatic environment? Why or

why not?

V. PREDICTING WATER CHARACTERISTICS FROM AQUATIC ANIMALS FOUND

What were the things we said animals needed in order to live in the water? Review earlier discussion.

Assign the following task:

Distribute Task E cards.

TASK F: (15-20 minutes) Work by yourself.

Based on the aquatic animals ou found, and the charts below in the Analyzing Data section,
predict the following characteristics or this stream:

I predict:

the water temperature Will be because



the air temperature Nvill be __________ because
the pH number will be _________ because
the dissolved 0 2 COUnt will be _ because

keep these predictions l'or your Own reference.

ANALYZING DATA

pit Ranges That Support Aquatic Lire

Most acid Neutral

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 l 12 l 3 14_

Most Alkaline

BaOtcria 1.0

Plants

(algae, rooted, etc.)

Carp. suckers, caffish
sonic insects

Bass, crappie

Snails, clams, mussels

Largest variety of
animals (trout, mayilY.
stonerly, caddisfly)

13.0

6.5 12.0

6.0 9.0

6.5 8.5

7.0 9.0

6.5 7.5

DISSOLVI:D OXYGEN REQUIREMENTS FOR NATIVE EISH AND OTHER AQUATIC LIFE

Dissolved oxygen in
parts per million

_

Cold water organisms (including salmon and trout below (`8°)
Spawning
Growth .ind well-being 6 ppm and above

Warm-water orranisms (including game fish such as bass, crappie above 68°)
Growth and well.bein

7 ppm and above

5 ppm and above



APPROXIMATE TEMPERATURE RANGES REQUIRED FOR
GROWTH OF CERTAIN ORGANISMS

Temperature Exampliw of life

Greater than 68 ( (warm water)

Less than 68°
(cold water)

Much plant life, many fish diseases. Bass, crappie,
bluegill, carp, catfish, caddisfly

Upper range
(55-68°)

Some plant life, some fish diseases.
Salmon, trout,
Stonelly, mayfly, eaddisfly, water beetles, striders

Lower range
(Less than 550)

Trout, caddisily, stolidly, mayfly

Questions and discussion:

. Discuss the range or predictions as a group.
2. What criteria did you use to arrive at your predictions?
3. flow ean we test out our predictions'?

VI. MEASURING AND RECORD! NG WATER CI IA RACTER ISTICS TO TEST OUT
PREDICTIONS

Directions to group:

We can test out the predictions we just made, using the Hach 01 pH Testing Kit or equivalent. Open
the kit and read the instructions on the inside of the lid.

There are many jobs to be done in the testing, Such as clipping, squirting, swirling, dipping, counting
and reading. so make sure everyone in the group has a job to do. Work in groups of 5-6 persons
each. Filch group should tak: a kit. Send groups to different parts of the stream.

NOTE: It is not necessary to demonstrate the use of tlw kit. Let the students do it. Task could be
taped somewhere on the Water test kit.

Distribute Task I: cards.

;



TASK F: (20-30 minutes) Work in groups of 4-6 students.

Make sure everyone in the group gets involved in the testing. Using the water test kit, determine
the water temperature, air temperature, dissolved oxygen count and pH of the stream.

Record the data below: Also record and compare predictions from Task E.

Location of water sample
(edge or mUldle of stream)

"IYme
taken

Temperature

pH Usable oxygen
(ppm)

Water Air

My pre-
diction

Actual'
test

My pre.
diction

Actual
test

My pre-
diction

Actual
test

My pre-
diction

Actual
test

Questions and discussion:

!lave each group report the results of their tests to the entire group. Compare results.

. What might account for any differences in results from each group?
2. flow did the test results compare to the predictions'?
3. Is it necessary to have sophisticated equipment to determine temperature, oxygen, pFl, etc.?

Inferences could be made from the animals found in the stream.
4. What can we say about the quality of the water in this stream?
5. What else wotild we need to know to decide whether or not to drink this water?
6. Under what conditions might we expect to get different test results than we did today?

VII. MEASURING STREAMFLOW (Use if investigation is being made along a stream.)

Distribute Task G cards.

Questions and discussion:

. What measuremen ts . do we need to know in order to determine the amount of water in this
stream? Discuss how to make different measurements. See Task G.

2. Predict,how many people could live off the water in this stream:
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TASK 6: (45 Minutes)

DETERMINATION OF STREAMFLOW

ns trut;ti (Ins recording streamflow measurements:for collecting and

a. Meastire and mark a 100-foot distance along a straight section of yourstream. If you c find
a ((Afoot section, use a 25- or 50-foot section. Throw a stick 2 or 3 inches long into Lie
above the riOstream marker. Record the number of seconds it takes to float
befvfeen the markers. Record below. Now divide the 100-foot distance by the total
took th stick to float between the stakes.

I 00 ft. = . ft. per second
dIstance) (total seconds) (number of feet stick floated

to float 100 ft. each second)

b. Firicl the average Width of your section of the stream. Measure the width of the stream at thtec,
phtce% within the 100-foot area. Divide the total by 3 to get the average width of the stream.

rtrst measureMent feet.
SQeolld Measurement feet,

feet.measurement_
Total feet 3 = ft. (average width)

c. Find the average depth of your seCtiOn of the stream. Measure the depth of the stream in at
lc:a0 three places across the stream in a straight line. Divide the total by 3 to get the average
devIL of the streatn.

First measureMent feet.
feet.SQcond measorement

Tilird mettsuremeaf feet.
Total feet 3 = ft. (average width)

d. Pipd the cohic feet of water per second. Multiply the average width, average depth and the
nuinlb4 of feet the stick floated each second.

rft. X t. X

%

Average
rtre

Number of' Cubic feet of water
depth feet per flowing per second

second

NOTE albiC .4101 of WO/ er is the water in a container I foot wide, I foot high and I foot long.
contuirtM 7.48 gallons.

In oror to rind oot how many people could live from the water in this stream, complete the
following_ calculations.

7.48
X

strqrn flow in Gallons in I CU, Gallons of water
co, ft. per sec. of water per sec,

60
oallons per Seconds in minutes Gallons of water

per min.



Gallons Of
water per loin.

*The at.,
person's.

Questions and ch .

x 1440

No. minutes 'otal gallons
in a chi y it or per day

*MO gals

Amount of water
one person 1.,.
per day

votal no. p,.'ople who
'.i live ::oni water

ill t ds stream
).es ahoL : 100 ,t;a1, :tier a ti,:v for home n Thi d not reflect each

used .1. r industr/ ,. tufa public serru.,

. I low many people in a communit;. id live off the water in this --;trear-
2. What would happen to this envi-- if w, --ted all the m.ter 01: 1 the stream to a

community?
3. If w,: wc T. going to use this wai ow much water should be left -low downstream?

Why?
4. Does tli ream always have this of water ir it? Why?
5. What ar. ,onie problems you encountered during this task?

VIII. COMMUNICATING FEELINGS, AWARENESS AND VALUES ABOUT WATER

Questions and discussion:

How important is this stream to 11S?

Distribute Task II cards.

TASK II: ( 10-1 5 minutes) Work by yourself.

I. Describe in writing how you feel about man's effect on the aquatic environment at this site:

2. Describe at least one action you can take in your everyday life to help improve the way water is
managed:

(a) in your home

(b) in your community:

(c) in your consumer habits:

3. Describe the benehts of each action, listed in Question No. 2.

Sununary questions:

. What did you find out about water from our investigations today?
2. Why is water important to the ecosystem?
3. flow can we summarize our discussions and investigations?
4. What methods and processes did we use in our investigations today?

Distribute Task I cards.

1()



. writing how y(,i feel alum'. .ession today.

iora Outcomes Knowledge

of this session, you should he ifle to:
the boundaries of the Creel. watershed on th.s. map 7Tovided.

P 1 the pH. temperature and dissolved oxygen count of the stream, usingthe list olaquatic
:..mals found and the water interpretation charts provided.

strate the ability to test out the above predictions using the water teins", kit.
::re the cubic feet of water per second flowing in the stream and cr..L.trinine w'r:at size
,mmunity could live on' the water in the stream.

nhc three ways this stream is important to the surrounding environment..

Outcomes.in Feelings, Awareness, Value.c and Action

, stlt of this session, you should be able to:
in writing how you feel about man's effect on the aquatic environment at this site.

.:ribc at least one action you can take in your everyday life to help improve the way water is
managed in your home:in your community and in your consumer habits.
,h-ibe the benefits of each of the above actions.

Afeeded 04 a cl(lss of 30 students)

i testing k.is (1-ktch Co. 30 jelly cups .30 maps of the area
,:quivalenn. 30 hand lenses 4 50' or 100' tapes

nometers 15 Golden Nature Guide '4 screens (optional)
-4 .,. . 2 dishpans Pond Life books Felt tip markers

) w.; of lab sheets Chart paper
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Investigating Environmntal
Habitats

.Set the stage for this investigation by quickly, reviewing what will take place in the allott. time.
For example: In the next four hours we will sevcval environmental habitats, in.:2r how
animals Fit into food chains and energy cycles 1. L..,cuss what we can do as citizens to imr-7--)ve the
biolOgical interactions in our environment. Yai i :fit want to read the behavioral objectives which
appear at the end of this lesson plan and refer Th i . them as an evaluation of the session.

Adapting Lesson Plan to Your School and Cornrnut,

Name of Lesson: Investigating Environmental I:::

Process Skills: Observing, testing, collecting, it eting, inve--aigating, inferring, communicating,
predicting, measuring, recording, describir.;.' h.elings, vaiuies, understandings), constructing,
analyzing.

Suggested Grade Levels: 4-12. Each educator will need to adapt this material to individual and
group needs.

Suggested Disciplines: Social Studies, Science, Mathematics, Language Arts, Creative Arts, Health.
This activity involves students by utilizing process skills in a variety of disciplines to.exr.Hence,
understand or improve local environs.

Envirownental Sthdy Sites: This lesson plan can be used in a rural, suburban or urban environment,
such as an empty lot, alley, forest, meadow, school ground, fish and game area and publicly
owned park.

Designing Additional Experiences: Total Environment Education (See resource list)

I. OBSERVING AND MEASURING ANIMAL SIGHTINGS AND EVIDENCES

Questions and discussion (10 minutes):

1 . What animals would We exPect to find living in tn's area_ vertebrates or invertebrates?
1. What are the needs of these animals?
3. What are some names of the places where anir s live?
4. Where would you look for animals around here?
5. Describe and pass out Task A and B cards.

TASK A: (30 minutes) Work in small groups.

. Explore as many places (environments or habit:Irs) as you can from (point out boundaries)
to a-rid recoal any evidence of animals that you

find. As you inventory, figure out some way of recor2iiiiy, amounts of evidences and animals
seen.
Look for and list signs of animals, such as partly consuir Li foods, excrement, homes, bird nests
and feathers.

3. Observe and list different habitats for area ,wildlife (grass, cultivated field, hedges, swamps, etc.).



4. Observe and s

TASK B: ($0 minutes) Wi in groups.

Select three differen I habil ts and compare the number, and characteristics of each animal
organism.

Habitat I

('haracteristies
of I la hi ta t

Habitat Il Habitat Ill

Characteristic.,
of Habitat Il

Characteristics
of Habitat III

ions and discussion:

. What animals did you find in each habitat?
2. Which habitat had th= most animals? Why?
3. What were the characleristics of each habitat'?
4. What could account for the differences and similaritie, of the habiLls"
5. What factors made ono habitat more desirable thd:i a:tother'?
6. Pass r ut Task C cards.

TASK C: 15 minutes)

Build a fo(,,.1 pyramid comparng the number of animals observed with the amount of animal
,,vidences sen.

Questiol- 1 discus,rm (I S minutes):

. What did . find?
2. How many ;illitats did u investigate'?
3. Which animails around h have the largest c,ahitat The smallest'?
4. What was the largest LITCILITP of animals found'
5. What do you think their main function in the envii nment inight '

Discuss terminology and delMitions of herbivores. e:trnivores, mini', ores and decomposers.
Distribute Task 1) cards.
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List observed ii npL
sho(V directioh ii

herbivores.
call this the el-IL'ITL\-

and the:r evidences in the appropriate place in this diagram. Use arrows tu
dionships, i.e.. energy flows 1min the sun to living things; phmts support
words aii1 ways can you think of to illustrate a similar cycle? Some people

Ie.

Light

Nutrients

Decomposers iba.::_Letia-fungus)

Plants

ferbivores (plant eaters)

Death Carnivores (meat rs)

What would 11.ipp.: I one group were eliminated?
_row) \.:\ :re eliminated, I think the Following would happen:

Questions and discussion (5 minutes):

1. What is the Jrction of each part of :he energy cycle?
Vk hat won!. happen if. the decomposers were removed from this ecosys'::m?

3. F.:,.)w does ic energy cycle relate to a food chain?
4., What is a bod chain? (Or, who eats whom?)

'Fask b cards.

,trt: '

mutes)

w.l.c food chain using specifi., animals seen so far.

OP-i-i-RVING AND RECORDING CHANGES IN ANIMAL HABITATS

2.

4.

(10 minutes):

flow did yr :r food chain relate to the energy cycle in Task D?
What is the .ifference between food chain and food web?
Look at yo:.-7 food chain and see i f you can construct a web out of it.
What evider-.2es of influences can you home that have affected this et- ron:ncilt?

DistriLde to,L: 1: Ards,



TASK I': t 20 ni iL ')

Describe in writh.: :hi- influences you have dt!,covercd that have changed the habitats in this area.
including the catr ileet relationsluis that have occurred. Conskler:

I. Evide cc h. and the influence or factor causing. it.
The inhabit.!,ui the are. and c ha the region looked like before the
chan: urre

3. What re;_ now Lf114.1 animals tIL presently live there.
4. llov. ,illected the 111:nitat and the ..nimal Thecies livin there.

Questions I discus-, m I I U minutes!

. ind compare various descriptions.
2. Vvii cv;.lence did you find indicating m:.. influence in this area?

III. (O NI ATI NG FELL_: 1GS. AWAR ENESS AND
EN \ ",!!\! ENT

TAck.

ALZIES ABOUT THE

h(),. eon ice/ about man's effect on one ;:ninial habitat you of,-.7-;ed.



Questions and discussion:

I Discuss results of-1,1 n group.
1'. What are some things tiiat tY,an has done to ci feet the efficiency of the energy cycle? Here?

Eke v, here?

TASK II: (15 minutes)

Describe in writ i,ng three thinL )tt can do in your everyday life to make the energy cycle more
efficient aft: au- the least amo )i harm to the ecosystem.

Select the )ne ou think would I, your best con*.:.-;-. ;.on. Describe the benefits of thiS' action in
relation t(, 't e. nere you live your consuater

'Discuss F'sesi.t.; -1-L

Summary que;ll.

1. What find , al 1.tt znimals in our7fiettt:study session today?
2. Why ay.: the eceisT,Ii.,re
3. How c.:1 summarize otrr-.7westigations toL..1.,)?
4. What -.11-0-_esses and methods:did we use to firA :hese things out?
5. Which ot the behavioral out:mies did we ace pli.sh in this session? (Read and discuss.)

TASK 1

Describ, rift mov. yoi. our scssi V y.



Behavioral On/comes. in Knowledge

As a result of this session you should be able to:
Identify and describe six different annual habitats.
Construct a diagram of an energy cycle, using the evidences and sightings of animal hfe observed

at the site.
Describe at least lour cause and effect relationships in the role of decomposers in the energy

c ycle

Behavioral Outcomes in Feelings, Awareness, Values ant! Action

As:a result of this session you should be able to:
1)escribe how you .feel about man's effect on one animal habitat observed at the site.
Describe three things you can do in your everyday life to make the energy cycle more efficient,

causing the least amount of harm to the ecosystem and to your consumer habitat.
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Interpreting Landscape in a
Forest Environment
Set the stage for this investigation by reviewini2, quickly what will take place in the allotted time.
For example: "In the next four hours we are going to make some inferences about why we think
things arc the way they are in this setting based on observations, test out those inferences by
experimentation, collect and interpret past events in this experiment and explore ways we can
improve the efficiency of energy cycles." You might want to read the behavioral objectives which
appear at the end of this lesson plan and refer hack to them as an evaluation of the session.

The following activities will help you look for observable changes, relationships, patterns and trends
in order to interpret past events. understand present relationships and indicate future trends in the
forest environment.

Adapting Lesson Plan to Your School and Community

LeSSIM : Interpreting the Landscape in a Forest Environment

Process Observing, testing. collecting, interpreting. investigating, inferring, communicatim!..
predicting, measuring. recording, describing (feelings. values, understandings), constructing.
analyting.

ugge.stcd Grade Levels: 4-1 2. Each educator will need to adapt this material to individual and
group needs.

Suggested Disciplines: Social St udies. Science, Mathematics, Language Arts. Creative Arts. Health.
This activity involves students by utilizing process skills in a variety of disciplines to experience,
understand or improve local environs.

Environmental ttuly Sites: This lesson plan can best be used in a rural environment although it
can he adapted to suburban or urban environments. State. local, national or private, forests.
parks, nature centers, outdoor laboratories and farms are examples of study sites.

DerclHping ,idditiona1 Experiencev: Trual Environment Education (See resource list).

I. OBSERVING AND 1NEERRlNG WITH CROSS-SECTIONS

Use observable evidences to in;er past events in a forest.

Distribute cross-sections and Task A cards. Cross-sections of trees should be 4 to 6 inches in
diameter or larger and should show a variety of growth patterns and influences (lire, insects, etc.).

TASK A: (5-1 0 minutes) Work with one or two other people.

Write down what you notice about the cross-sections,
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Questions and discussion:

What are sonic things you noticed about the cross-sections?
Accept all comments from group. List on board or chart.
L:ocus on two or three items For discussion:
a. Why dkl you say .. . (your cross-section had evidence of firer?
b. What coukl account for .. (the rings being irregular)?
v. What are some things that could account for . . ?

Distribute Task 13 cards.

TASK B: (10 minutes) Work with one or two other people.

Select three observations about the cross-sections front the group list.
List possible reasons for these observations.
List ways you could set up an investigation to find out more about your observations and
inferences.

Obserratim,
(what you noticed)

InPrences
(possible reasons for this)

Investigations
(how we could find out)

1
.....

3.

Questions and discussion:

1. Ask for reports on the above chart front several groups (as time allows).
2. Which of these investigations could be carried out in the study area?
3. Keep the lists of observations and inferences for reference at the end of' this session.
4. What could tree rings front this forest tell us about past and present events in this

environment?

II. COLLECTING AND INTERPRETING DATA ABOUT TREE GROWTH RATE AND
COMPIMTION

Task C (with tree cores) requires preparation by the instructor before the session.

A tree stand shoidd be selected for study and four or five trees tagged. Selected trees shoukl be
those which show effects of environmental conditions, s'uch as injury, overcrowding and lack of
sunlight. The tagged trees should be bored with an increment borer ahead of' time. Resulting cores
-should be numbered to correspond -With the tree number. Put tree cores in sec-through plastic
straws that are taped to a cardboard or place in liquid resin, plastic wrap or other transparent
material to facilitate handling. II study area is to be used repeatedly, save cores to eliminate the
necessity of reboring.

n
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NO.1 I. !-es slmiting cfficl rarinus enriommcntal conditions are difficult to find. St linlps cif
11c1, 1;wi \ under a rariely of competitirc ildluenecs call also be used JOr Study instead of tree

C cards.

:I : I 5-20 minutes) Work in groups of lour to five people.

. P,,crvc th,: tree core your group has been given. Refer to drawing of tree core to help interpret
trec ciic and record the followim; information:

Vo. dark rings from
eenler to bark
(approx. age)

No. dark rings
in last inch Remarks aboul the pattern of the rings

2. teil your uoup has the above information, one person from the group should record this
t io:A on the blackboard or chart. This chart will also be used for Part 2 of Task C.

DRAWING OF TYPICAL TREE CORE

I START COUNTING HERE LAST YEAR'S GROWTH BARK

VANN II I

''.Tt ( 1 0-1 .5 minutes) Work in small groups.

Record the following iin-firmation about tree cores from the master chart. (Instructor will provide
The diameter information..)

4

{ Vo. dark rings from
center to bark
(approx. age)

Diameter of
tree trunk
(dr. i- 3)

No. dark rings
in last inch Remarks about tlw ring pattern

r
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Questions and discussion:

I . What similarities do you notice in the data about the treos'?
2. What differences do you notice in the data about the trees?

TASK C: (Part 3: 20-30 minutes) Work in small groups.

Set up an investigation to find out the reasons for some of the differences in the data.

I. Select two or three trees from the list that show differences in growth rates.
2. Which trees did you select? (Indicate by number.)
3. Why did you select these trees'?

Go with your group to the site of the trees you selected for investigation and do Part 4.

Part 4: (30-40 minutes) Work in small groups.

Collecting mid Recording Data

Record your observations:

Int erpret tits; Data

Record possible interpretations of the above data:

Summarizing Your Investigation

Write your group's summary below, including:

I . What you were trying to rind out.
2.. What data you collected about it,
3. What interpretations you made,
4, What other data yOU vuilti collect about the investigation.



Questions and discussion:

I. Ask for two- or three-minute summaries from several groups.
2. What problems did you encounter in this task?
3. What other data could you collect about your investigation?
4. What does the information tell us about the past events of this environment?
5. How would ,roti summarize the major factors affecting the growth of this forest?

III. INTE R PR [TING PAST EVENTS

Distribute Task D cards.'

TASK D: (30-40 minutes)

Look for evidence of change, natural and man-made, in the environment. Record and fill out other
colunms.

I.:lit/owe of changes In the
environment What might have caused them? Effect on (he environment

Describe the way the area around Yon probably looked 25 years ago.

Desciibe how you think the area around you might look 25 years from now.

QucOions nd discussion.

1111,0 evidence of change did you find?
-` What might have caused this?

Nyhj wx,, ffie orreet or (this change) kill I lit' C1101'01111101 t? Allow



For interchange or ideas among group members. The same changes may,have been noticed.
Alkl there OlaY be many interpretations a their causes and their effects.
What do Yoti think this area looked like 25 years aeo?
Ik)w do You think this area will look 25 years from now?

TASK I() minutes)

Descritle III writing Ow you reel about the changes in this environment.

Iv. 11-1I'1izRINCi CIIANCJS IN A ROTTEN LOG OR STUMP

rind a (°Itell stmhp or log.

Questions ;tad cliseassion:

. 1lat things zihout this stump give us clues about the past events that have taken place?
2. WIlot foetNs caused these things to happen?

Distribote Task cards.

TASK toinutes) Work in groups or by yourself.

NOTr: NO7' jL.hi Ink s'iww AP.:IRT! Discuss lehr.

what thir% are Cl1;11104,, thIC town stump now? Record below:

-.

rikei on stump
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Nort.ltving thingN hfiect ou stump

Questions and dkcussion:

. What cycles are taking place in the rotten log or stump?
2. Construct a diagram or one of the cycles taking place in the rotten log or stump.

Distrihutc Task cards.

TASK G: I 5 minutes) Work in groups.

Construct a diagram ol one of the cycles taking place in the rotten log or stump.

V. IR.\NSJ'I'. R R IN( II II PRO(TSS (Yrtirl FNVIRONMENTS

Questions and discussion:

are some other things that could help us make turther interpretations about this
environment? List on hoard,

2, Ishir, one of the items listed in Question I or any other topic you can think 1,Io Task
Distribute task cards,
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TASK II: (30 minutes)

Describe in writing ;in altermitive activity you could have done to estabhsh a time sequence for the
past events in this environment.

Describe in writing ;in zietivity you coukl do in a city environment to establish a time sequence for
the past events in the CIP/Ironnlent.

What it would tell you about the
past events in the area

Describe on activity you could do in the irea around your ;c1lool to establish a time sequence for
the past events in the area.

.1ctirity
What it vvould tell you about the

!gat rrents in tile area

VI, COMMUNICATING 1:1:11.INGS OF ANVAaNkSS THROUGH SKIJCI.11NG

Distribute sketching paper and pieces of charcoal from a campfire or fireplace.

TASK Gike these Llireetiow; verbally. NO tasl\ card is required.

Construct a sketch using the charcoal, Other sketching materials will be giVell (0 YOU ZIS you work.

Subject ot sketch depends on the settinr,. h con he anything that is significant ;ibout the area:
rotten log. slump or snag; an old homestead, IL'Itce or barn. a city building, transmission tower or
IfeewaY.
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While people are sketching. go around and give them rotten wood (brown), dandehon leaves (green).
dandelion flowers (yellow) and other natural materials iii season. If you're not in the woods,
improrise!

VII. COMMUNICATING. FEELINGS OF AWARENI SS AND VALUES THROUGH WRITING

l3egi:1 this part when about hall the people finish their sketch.

TASK J: Give these directions verbally. No task card is required.

Use your pencil or pen. Find a place on your sketch (across the bottom or down the side) to write
sonic things. Write two descriptive words about the stump (words that tell what it looks like). Write
three action words about the sfump (words that describe processes or changes taking place or things
happening to it ). Write a short phrase (4-5 words) that tells how the stump affects- the rest of the
environment (a phrase to describe its value or usefulness or a phrase describing any thought you
lutve about the stump). Write one word that sums up everything about the stump (a word that
suggests a comparison, an analogy or synonym). Optional: Now. ii you wish, go back and give a title
tu what you have written. Congratulations. You have just written a poem in the form called
cinqu;iin.

Rice the preceding directions to the n.'eds of the shouldn't feel pressured while
writing tin, be casual, It's good to mention that they ni.. mil wish to write something for every
direction that is given.
Review the directions now and then for people still th.
Ilave people read their poems if they wish.

In wirdt ways does this description show Your feelings

Summary questions:

:wareness of the environment'?

What did we find out about the environment in our session today'? (List on chart, if time.)
2. Why are these things important to the way we manage the environment'?
3. !low can we summarize our discussion (or investigation)'? (What are some big ideas that

would-SUM llp what we've just said?)
4. What methods ;Hid processes did we use in our investigations?

Oistrilmte Task K cards.

TASK K:

Dcscrihc in writing how You feel about our sssion today.

/;c/h/rit.ra/ ()ill( ()I/1c%. 10 KIN)wle(Igc

o'.ult ol these dRilic.. you should be ablc
I 1st ;it least three observations about the cross-sections provided ;Ind give possible reasons tor

cacti observ;It



Describe ways to set up an investigation to find out more about the above observations and
i nierences.

Set up an investigation (collect and record data) to find out reasons fzir growth rate differences
in a given stand of trees.

Describe activities appropriate to other environments for interpreting the landscape.
Identify and list at least three evidences of change in the environment and infer the

cause find effect relationships of those changes.
Construct a diagram of a natural cycle occurring in a rotten stump.

Behavioral Outeonws in Feelings, Awareness, Values am/ Action

As a result of these activities, you should be able to:
Describe how you feel about one change in this environment.
Communicate feelings of awareness by constructing a sketch ot a given object in the

environment, using natural materials.
Cilnmunicate feelings, awareness and values by des Tibing in writing the effect of a given object

on !n. environmenl_

Earn/mien vceded

30 cross-sk. _lions of trees
increini..!It cores (preferably in plastic) from numbered trees

30 hand lenses (optional)
30 pieces sketching paper
Lab sheets
Task cards
Natural materials for sketching
Mef.suring tapes (cloth ones are satisfactory)



Land Use Simulation Game
Set the stage for this investigation by reviewing quickly what will take place in the allotted time.
l'or example: "During this investigation we are going to participate in a simulation game concerning
!and use in a hypothetical community, analyze what we have done and present some ideas which
will clable ou to develop your own simulation game based on local environmental issues or
conce:ns." Thc techniques used in sinnilation games combine elements of simulations, gples and
role-piaynig !students assume the roles of decision-makers in a simulated environment and compete
for c:rtain ,Hectives according to specified procedures and rules. (Note to teacher: Use as much of
the inform_ in)n about simulation pines included below as needed. This will depend on how
familiar par- i:ipants are with this type of activity.)

somi: lNl '31,\TION ABOUT SIMULATION GAMES (Use as needed to set stage.)

Simulation, are operatMg models of real lit,: situations. They may be about physical or social
situations, \tost simulations for classroom us... involve rnIc-playing the roles being acted out to
correspond the functioning of sonic real process or system, Most simulations for classroom use
involve gair://g. A game is denned as something enjoyable however serious it might be involving
competitioi lbr specified objectives and observing rules. Some simulation games are based on
environmental issues. What are sonic benefits of .using simulation games as an instructional
technique for investigating environmental problems'?

'They're fun.
They get people involved.
They are a logistically easy way of helping to prepare people for becoming involved with solving
environmental problems.
People analyze cause and effect relationships oi environmental issues.
People are put in role-playing situations where they have to suggest aiivnatm: ,.(,iLltions to
environmental concerns.
People ;I k* forced to evaluate the consequence or decisions in disciission or on paper before
these decisions are c;irried out in reality.
People interact with each other in the dcci,7(m-making process.

Simulation games not only develop understanding, awareness and concern about problems in the
environment, they also help people develop skm,.,s tucy need for citizen action and involvement in
environmental management.

Adapting Lesson Plan to Your School and Community

.Vanic of Lcssrm: Land Use Simulation Game

PruccsA ShilIA: Observing, role playing, collect ing, interpreting, investigating, inferring,
commiuncating. predicting, measuring. recording, describing, (feelings, valnes, understandings).
consti ucting, analy/ing, group problem solving,

.1./(ecc,trd Grirde Lcrc/N: Fach educator will 'need to adapt this mterial to individual and
p needs.

,S't/iNcslcd DocIplirws.: Social Studies. Science, Nlatlicniatics, llealth, Language Arts, ('reative Arts,
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Business. his..activity involves students by utilizim; process skills in a variety of disciplines to
experience. understand or improve local environs.

biriron" Wu/ Study Site: Classroom

Designin,L Additional Experiences: Total Enrimnment Ethical/on (See resource list).

I. INFERRING, RECORDING AND CLASSIFYING POSSIBLE USES OF LAND

Distribute Task A on the Centerplace City Land Use Problem. The problem to be decided is what
are some possible uses for the square mile (640 acres) of county farmland four miles northeast of
the city. It is now available for the city's use.

TASK A: (10 minutes) Work by yourself.

Read the background information for Centerplaee City and then list some possible uses of the
vacant farmland.

"One square mile of unused county farmland four miles northeast
of the city is now available for the city's use."

Background information Sheet: Centerplace City

The population is 250,000 and rapidly increasing.

eit)'s boundaries al ; being ex tended, but Me suburban
fring.: is expanding even more rapidly.

The rapid population growth is accompanied by demands for
more housing, more jobs, additional city services and recreational
areas,

The power for industrial uses, adequate public transportation
and a skilled labor force are available.

The city is located near Forests, which are to Ihe.north.

The land to lhe east is devoted mainl;/ to farming.

The Pipe River is unpolluted and is the source-of irrigation water
as well as the municipal water supply.

The river is too small For freight transportation, but logs could
be floated on it.

The gravel bed or the river is appropriate raw material for
concre Ic maim fac tore,

The present sewage trea tmen t plant and garbage disposal area
are at maximum capacity. The citit.ens of Conterplace are concerned
about the maintenance of a scenic regional environment.

The County Board of Control is the authority For land toning,
and many citizens' groups are developing to influence zoning
decisions,

/ 9
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List possible uses of the land below

Questions and discussion:

NOTE: When most people hare started to write down uses JO!. Task A, pmeeed with tlw JO1lowing
questions.

What are some possible uses for the undeveloped land? As people respond, write all
comments on the board just as they say them. Don't paraphrase for them unless they are
too wordy, in which case, ask: "How shall I write that on the chart?" If they give major
categories right away, such as recreation or industry, say, "Can you give me an example of
that?" Number the items as you go along to simplify identification later. When you get 15
or 20 items. STOP.
-Which of thN.: uses are. simi,lar?" Designate similar uses by letters A for all of one type:
13, the next, etc. When most 2re designated with a letter, or the group seems to run out of
thoughts. STOP. It's okay to change the groupings if the students change their minds idong
the way in answering Question No. 2.

3. "What Ebel could we give to all the items in A? What label could We give to Group B?",
etc., e.lz . Recreation, Industrial, Utilities, Housing, Commercial. It's okay if they suggest
more' tIL:n one label for a group: write them both down.

II. DEVELOPING AND GIVING PRESENTATIONS

Divide the class or group into the number of ciltries decided on in Question No. 3 above.
There shouldn't be more than 6-10 in each group. Assign each group to one of the use'
categories.

2. Each group is to represent the special use group assigned,
3. Distribute Task 13 cards and inform the students that they have 10 minutes to list and

analyze possible uses for the vacant land in the assigned category. They may consider those
listed on the board in their category plus any other possible uses they can think of for the
category.

TASK B: I() minutes) Group No. Assigned Category or Land Use

Your task is to analyze and list possible consequences of different land uses within your assigned
land use category.

L
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rse Adrantages to land/people Disadvantages to landl people

At the end of I 0 minutes, go on to Task C. You have 20 minutes to plan a strategy and develop a
three-minute presentation to be made to the County Board of Commissioners.

a. This presentation w;II be a proposal for developing the undeveloped farmland.
b. You must have a visual display such as a land use map drawing as a part of your

presentation.
c. More than one person in your group must help in making the presentation.

Distrihute Task C cards.

TASK C: (20 minutes)

Develop a strategy and method to present your plan of development to the County Board of
Commissioners or other appropriate local authority.

NOT F : If possible, bare a staff person assigned to each group to make written observations about
how an go Mp alqc 1() work together 10 Sok(' the problem.

Ten minutes into Task C, have each group select one of its members to meet together as the
County Board of Commissioners. Take the Board into anotlier room, and tell them they will
he responsible for hearing the presentations and deciding upon (he best one. Their job in the
next I() minutes will he to:

Develop the criteria they will use in evaluating the proposals.
h De\ elop some kind of matrix they ean each use while the presentations are being given

to record their evaluations.
c. Fleet a chairman to preside during group presentations.
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CRITERIA

Pre 1 la Ii011

2. Twelve minutes after eroups start planning Task C. remind them they have eight minutes
left to have their verbal and visual presentations ready. Let groups have five more minutes to
finish if needed.

3. I.kive Board of County Conunissioners enter room and sit up front. Appoint a timekeeper to
cut all presentations al at three minutes (give two-minute warning). Announce: "Because
or time. there will be no rebuttak or discussion." The Board may want to ask questions or
have rebuttal time alter aH presentations. However, aHow only 5-1 0 minutes for this part so
it won't get out of hand.

4. After No. 3 is finished, the Board retires for 5-1 0 minutes to select the best proposal.
5. While Board is meeting, each smaH group is to develop a list of criteria they think should be

used in choosing one from among the plans submitted.
O.. County Board or Commissioners announces its (kcision and gives reasons why.
7. County 13Dard of Commissioners reads its criteria aloud.

Questions and discussion:

1 . Did new leadership emerge during this session? What factors enabled this to happen? Call on
staff observers if used.

2. Did your group work as a team? What did your group do to insure participation by aH
members or group?

3. What happened in the groups? I low did you feel as a person? What about the criteria°used?
1.low did each observer see the interaction in the groups?

4. What additional data woukl you have liked to have had for your groups? List on board, e.g.:
topography, vegetation, economy oF area, railroad, shopping center, adjacent land, climate,
soil survey. historical information, flood plain, wildlife, interest or board of control, money
available, educational needs, state regulations, exiSting zoning, political climate, population
informa tion (age needs, race, jobs). What elements in the community discussion might
support each interest?

NOT1:.: This is one of the most inumrtant parts of the actirity bemuse it empluisizes that we need
a rariety Hf infOrma Non and data befOre we am intelligently make a land managenwnt or
envimumental thwision to best nwet the needs of people and their enrimliment. This giwstion list
Ihis all the elements that need to be considered in studying° local environmental issue or conicern. It
also includes elements of all the curriculum subject areas (social studiesvlence, language. arts,
etc.),
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III. ANALYZING CIIARACTERISTICS OF SIMULATION

Questions and discussion:

. One group of people working with simulation games has identified at least three basic
characteristics or most simulation games:

a. There is a problem to be solved.
h. The factors affecting the decisions are identifiable.
c. Groups or individuals with different interests who will be affected by the decision can

be identified.

Let's see if' the game we just played has these components.

a. What was the clearly defined problem in the Land Use Alternatives Simulation?
b. What factors influenced the decision in the Land Use Alternatives Simulation?
c. We assigned groups to fit each role in the Land Use Alternatives Simulation, but we all

helped develop those roles from the items we listed on the chart. What group or
individual roles were identified? How were they identified?

IV. DEVELOPING YOUR OWN SIMULATION GAME (OPTIONAL)

The most exciting simulation games arc those people develop themselves, based on local
environmental issues in their community, state or region. Can you think of some current
environmental issues in your community around .which you could develop a. game?. Call for
responses.

For the next 30 minutes you will work with one or two other people, developing the format for a
simulation game based on a local land use issue described in a news article. (Have copies of' current
newspaper articles available if students want to use them.) Remember that three basic
characteristics of a simulation game are:

. There is a problem to be solved.
2. The factors affecting the decision are identifiable.
3, Groups and individuals with different interests affected by the decision can be identified,

At the end of that time, we would like to hear from several of you about what you have developed.

Distribute Task I) cards.

TASK I): 130 minutes)

DEVELOPING A SIMULATION GAME

Work with one or two other people.

Using a newspaper article about a local environmental land use problem, develop the format of a
simulation game considering the following items:

Identify the pmblein or issue to be decided upon.
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Identify the choices available to the decision-makers.

Identi:=v the factors having an influence on the decision.

Identify individual or group roles.

Identify the factors (for or against) assigned to each role.

Estiblish conditions for the players (i.e., resources, voting procedures, bargaining money, etc.),

7.

1
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I )eveky specific goals or objectives for the players.

Include limits or rules for what is permissible behavior (time factor, trading. number of points.
money allocations. e(c.).

Ask for reports from those who want to share,

Questions and discussion:

. How can you use the techniques in this session in your job situation? Classroom?
2. !low could a game like this develop decision-making skills in environmental management?
3. !lave any of you used simulation games? Tell us about your experiences.
4. How can we take 'this process and use it to involve the public in social and political

decision-making action projects in the community?
5, !low can we summarize the use of simulation games in studies about the environment?
6. Which or the behavioral outcomes did we accomplish in this discussion? (Read and discuss.)

It' the group is interested in further analysis of the elements of simulation. use the following:

. One important chanicteristic of a sinmlation is a clearly defined problem, including the
choices aailable to the decision-makers.

a. How would you forimilate the problem or issue you were asked to decide upon?
b. Did the developer of this simulation simplify the choices?

I I. so how did he do it?

2. A second major characteristic of educational simulation is the factors having ut influence on
the decision. Several objective and subjective factors to be considered in making a decision
need to 1.c clearly identified, These factors indicate the data that is relevant to each of the
possible choices.

a. What factors were selected as influences on the decision?
kk I i utese factors would yo classify as objective?
Which of these factors would you classify as subjective?

A third characteristic of educational simulations is the use of identifiable group or Mdividual
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roles to present information about the problem and nmny of the variables in the situation,
Also, a role can be planned to incorporate a limited number of factors that influence the
choice to be made.

a. What roles were identified?
I). What variables (lid these roles contribute to the decisions'?
C. What additional roles could have been identified?

Distribute I ask I. cards.

TASK F.:

Describe how you feel about our session today,

!lave commercial games such as Dirty Water, Pcology, Coca Cola Game, Pollution. etc., on display if
possible.

Behavioral Outcomes. in knowlcdge

As a 'result of this session you should he able to:
Identify and describe three component parts of simulation games.
Uonstruct your Own simulation game based on a current environmental issue.
Name and describe at least 10 important types of data needed before making a land manage-

ment decision.
Identify c:Illtie and effect relationships that exist in environmental management.
Describe alternative solutions to solving.speeific problems.

Behavioral Outcomes in Feelings,lwareness. 1'011(.5 and Action

As a result of this session you should be able to:
Describe how the information in Question No. 3 above affects your life. community and the

management of the environment.
Outhne a plan of action to effect a solution or partial solution through the social and political

decision-making process about the environmental issue you need in developing your own
simulation.
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kiwi/1111cm ,\*ectletl

Blackboard or easel
Chalk
Newsprii,it or butcher paper (enough for each group to make visual display)
Felt tip markers (I.our colors for each group to make visual display)
Masking tape
Task cards
Commercial games on display

rue Centerplace City problem has been adapted with permission rrom the May, 1970, Journal of
Geography from the article "A Land Use Alternatives Model for Upper Elementary Environmental
Education'. by Dennis Asmussen and Richard Cole, University or Washington.

/Were llecS

I'llere are many publications on simulation games, Two that may be or value to you are:

. Games in Geography. Rex Walford, Longman Group Limited. London. paperback.
2. Simi/who, Games jOr the Social Sou lies Classroom, The Foreign Policy Association. 345

East 46th St., New York. N.Y. 10017: Library of Congress No. 68-24538.

I
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Comparing Two Environments
It is exciting and important to make a comparison between two environments. This can provide an
oppmtunity to explore the faetors that allow for differences and likenesses in at least two parts of
our total environment.

Adapting Lesson Plan to Your School and Community

Nam(' of Le%.son: Comparing Two Nnvironments

I'mce,A Skills: Observing, collecting, interpreting. investigating, inferring, communicating.
predicting. measudng, recording, describing, constructing.

Suggested Grade Levels: 4-12. Fach educator will need to adapt this material to individual and
group needs.

,S'uggcwed Disciplines: Science, Social Studies, Laniwage Arts, Creative Arts, Ilealth, Mathematics.
This interdisciplinary activity involves students by utilizing process skills and several disciplines
to experience, understand or improve local environs.

Environmental Study Sites: This lesson plan can be used ,in a rural, suburban or urban
environment such as a forest. shopping center, housing project, industrial site, forum park. etc.

Designing Additional Experiences: Twal Envimmnent Ethwation (See resource list)

I. SUMM A RI Z ING MCI1 kNVI RONM ENT

After an in-depth study of two different environments, have small groups do Task A.

NOTN: ill-depth study of a forest environment might incInde the investigation Of land use
planning, MC(1,1111111,1; Sollle Water WWII y C'11( Und 1.111TV iglu ling forest environment and
culrirmmicn la/ hahitatc ,.111 in-depth study of an urban environment might inchlde the investigations
HI land use planning Iratcr quality criteria arid urban surroundings.

Distribute Task A cards.

TASK A: (15 ininutest Work in small groups.

Analyie the data collected for each environment and do die following:

1.ist four things you found out about environment.

3.
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2. four yini found out alnmt environment.

1

4.

Questions ;Ind discussion:

I. 1.ist ;mil group items on board.
). Which things are similar in each environniclit?

Why do you think this is so?
4. Which things iire different?
5. Why do you think this k so?

1)is1rihtito 1 ask It cards.

TAS1: 13: (15 minutes) Small groups,

i.ist it least four hasic functions of each environment.

environment _ environment

1)k t riloite I ask ( cards.



TASK (15 miimtes) Small groups.

List three lactors that alTect (he quality or Iwo environments.

environment

1

3.

environtnent

()tiest ions and discussion:

. Discuss the results ol Tasks B and C with the group and list on board next to Task A results.
'. In what way, if any, will the environmental settings have an affect on each other'?

Based on your own investigations, what are some general factors that apply to both
environments?

4. Summarife the unique contribution oLeach area to society.

Distribute Task D cards.

"[ASK D: ( I 5 minutes) Small groups.

I,ist uI least lour of the most obvious problems of the two environments.

environment

4

environment

Distribute -Fask I. cards.

TASK F: (2(1 minutes)

List at least four guidelines that you would use in planning for future land uses in both
enviromnents.

environment
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environment

Distribute Task F cards.

TASK I':

What can vve say about environments?

Behavioral Outcomes in Knowledge

After this session you should be able to:
Identify four basic functions about each environment.
Describe three ways in which the environments are interrelated.
Identify three factors common to both environments.
Describe three similarities and differences between each env;ronment.

Behavioral Outcomes ill Attitudes, Awareness, Values and Action

Describe at least two unique contributions that each environment makes to society .

identify at least three guidelines that you would use in planning for management of the
environments.

Describe how you feel about man's use of each environment.
Describe your reeonmendations for the future management of the area.
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Investigating an
Urban Environment
Set the stage for this investigation by reviewing quickly what will take place in the allotted time.
For eNdinple: During this session we want to investigate an urban environment and collect
information that will tell us about the livability, functions, needs and problems of this communiti::
In addition to f nuinding out about this conunity. you will be developing procedures you can
with your students to investigate your OWn (20111inunity.

Adapting Lesson Plan to Your School and Community

,\Iainc of tron: Investigating an Urban Environment

Prorcss Observing. collecting. interpreting. investigat ing. in ferring, communicating.
preilk,.;ng. measuring. reeording. describing, constructing, reporting, analyzing.

.11,1;j:c.s.ted Grad(' I crcIN: 2. Each educator will need to adapt this material to individual and
group needs.

Sugtxstrd NisciplineN; Social Studies. Science, Language Arts, Creative Arts, Health, Mathematics.
Hiis activity involves students by utilizing process skills in a variety of disciplines to experience,
understand or improve local environs.

Enrironmcntal Study Sites: This lesson plan can best be used in an urban environment such as a
housing aria. commereial district, industrial area. neighborhood community. school community.
shopping are,i. congested aft-a. park ur watershed.

Lyperiencc.s... Total 1:1/rirmoncnt Education (See resource list I

IDENTIFYlN(., COMPONENT PARTS OF AN URBAN ENVIRONMENT

Distribute a Copy of a map of the urban area you want to investigate to each person. Have it
larg.,: enough to make notes on when in the field.

2. Working in small ,roups, list as many things as you can think of that might affect the
quality of thk. environment in this community.

I.)istribule [ask A cards.

TASK A I 20 minutes) Work in groups of five or six.

List sonic things that might affect the quality of the environment in this community. Use map or
past knowledge of ;11.el, (;roup items by categories and label categories.
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Questions and discussion:

. What categories did you come up with? List on hoard just as groups report (e.g., human
factors, land use, transportation, community facilities, ete.). 11 group lists individual items in
t he conunu nit y , you may have to group and label into large categories (housing.
commercial, utilities, transportation, land, etc.).

.2. What criteria would you use in selecting an area of this conmiunity to study'?
3. 1 lave each group spend 10-1 5 minutes drawing boundary lines ziround an area they decide to

investigate. Use map passed out at first.
4. What could you do in this community to collect first-hand information about each of the

categories decided upon?

II. CONSTRUCTING AND DEVELOPING AN INVESTIGATION

Distribute Task 13 cards.

TASK 13: (60 minutes)

Develop a plan of action to investigate the part of the community chosen. Consider such things as
how to divide responsibility for collecting information; what information to collect: whether the
group will stay together or split up: the most etTicient ways to collect and record information, apd
the tools needed to record information.

NOTE.. bilbrma firm in %ask .chould show relationships between items from the inventory. cause
and effect relationshiuc, conflicts and complements and specifics or details which help explain or
clarfly a relationship. Methods include questioning, opinion polls from residents, user counts of
flicthtie, taffic counts and maps in great detail.

Ask each_ gmup to report'brie fly on the procedures they have developed for the planned
investigation of the _ connhunity.

III. COLLECTING, RECORDING AND REPORTING SURVI'Y INFORMATION

Distrihuk: Task C cards.

TASK C: (3-4 hours) Field investigation.

Each group should spend three to four hours to do a visual survey and investigation of that portion
of the community decided upon, using the methods of collecting, recording and interpreting data
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each group developed,

Distrihute Task I) cards.

TASK D: (5 minutes for each group) Alter return from field investigation.

Plan a five-minute report that describes the methods used and the information collected in Task C.
The report must use the following criteria:

a. Use more than one person as spokesman.
b. Use visual displays.
c. Include a variety of information media and methods of getting it.
d. Eive-minute time limit.
c. Consider \vhat you did, how you did it and what it meant.

Questions and discussion:

I. What are some component parts of the environment that you just investigated,c.g., roads,
homes. businesses, rivers and recreational areas? List on board.
In what ways are the component parts interrelated, e.g.,transportation to business, buildings
to public utilities, transportation to land forms, strip city development to transportation,
etc. 9

3. flow does each part of the investigated community relate to the other areas? To the total
community?.

4. What would happen if one whole segment of the community were eliminated? One
category?

5. What examples are there in your area that illustrate the past, typify the present and indicate
the future.

h. What are your recommendations for meeting future.needs in this area'?
7. If you were the city planning commission, what guidelines would you develop for

consideration of future developments in this area?
M. Identify three factors that affect the quality of your area.

IV. IDENTIFYING AND CONSTRUCTING AN INVESTIGATION OF ONE ENVIRON-
MENTAL PROBLEM

Let's take MI example of one interrelationship and investigate one segment of it.

NOTI: Pick one e.vample, such as transportatUm and traffic einigesthm, and hare group list items

(i()



Huth,. 1:11' .UIllowing three column., onc column al a lime.

Itatl 1.ind our alhmi
ihe it! terrchitimollip

llow many ears'?
1Vhere do they go'?
Where do they omit!

Distrihute Task 1 cards.

I low lu collec: the i+Ifortnatiofi 11(lw rccord

Survey-visual count
Questionnaire
Questionnaire

Graph
Description
Map location

TASK 1:: (30 minutes) Work in original small groups.

'Select one interrelationship or problem that you identified and develop an in-depth investigation to
find out inure ahout it. Consider: What you need to find out actual samples of how to collect and
record information. cause and effect relationships involved. alternative solutions to the problem.
where to collect additional data and what social and political decision-making processes are
available.

NOTE: If this who/e lessoli is donc over an extended period of time. each group should be
allowed to carry out its inrestigatUnt.

Questions ;Ind dkcussion:

. !lave each.gyoup make a report covering points in Task E.
2. Now that we know more about the community. do Task F.

Distrihute task cards.

TASK I': (15 minutes) Small f2roups.

List what you c;111 iv a bout your study area in relation to its past, present and future re)2,arding:

Pnibictit Needs

. ro.

tt,, I )
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1. What are the basic functions of your study area? Whole community?
2. What are sonic of the most obvious problems'?
3. What are sonic or the needs of the study area'?
4. Identify three factors that affect the quality of the environment in the area studied.
5. What iinpact does this survey meii have on the management of the community?

What additional information would you like to have had before !flaking a decision'?

V. COMMUNICATING FEELINGS. AWARENESS AND VALUES

Distribute Task G cards.

TASK (I:

Describe what you would do to so!ve or improve the problem you identified in Task E as a member
community action group or as a part Of the political decision-making process in your

community.

Questions .ind discussion:

I . Distm, individual confluents.
2. What type of community action can we take to identify and motivate people to collect and

interpret &Oa, arrive at alternative solutions and take intelli2ent action to decide on the best
solution ci.msistent with the needs of the environment and society?

Swum ry questions:

1. What did %;e find out about the environment in our study?
2. HMV can we summarize our disciission and imestigations?

What processes and methods did we use in our investigation today?

Distribute Task II cards.

TASK

Describe in writing how you feel about our session today,
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MICRO-URRAN INVNSTIGATIONS (OPTIONAL)

in addition to major component parts or categories of an urban environment, there are many
ppportunities for small individual environmental Mvestigations. Investigations of this nature should
be developed in writing along the Sallie procedures as in Tasks B. C or E.

Distribute Task I cards.

TASK I:

Develop in writing an investigation about sonic part of the man-made environment. Describe
procedures for conducting the investigation in action or process terms and state objectives in
behavioral outcomes that indicate some minimal expectations in acquiring new knowledge and
skills.

Ilere arc some suggested micro-urban environmental nivestigat ions:

I. Correlate observable weather conditions to air pollution index.
2. Correlate man-made sounds to noise pollution.
3. Describe effect of signs and billboards on sight pollution.
4. Describe effect of architecture on iesthetics.
5. Describe impact of local shopping center on conununity.
(). Conduct a supermarket survey (packaging, buying habits).
7. Interpret the man-made landscape using architectural styles. etc.
S. Observe and record life in a park.
Q. Fxplain man's effect on watersheds through paving.

10. Nxplain under what conditions plant life can live in a blacktop environment.
I 1. Compare a downtown city block to a residential block.
I 2. Determine the effect of dif ferent types of man-made surfaces on water holding capacity

and runoff.
13. Determine the environment of a city tree.
14. Determine what is in a city block.
15 No1se pollution determine where noises occur most frequently and which city noises

could be reduced to minimize noise pollution.
1(). (iive an analysis of traf fic past a predetermined point.
17 Inventory and classify historic structures within the central business district of your

hometown and determine necessities for their protection.
1 S. Describe the ef feet of zi four-day work week on the comniunity environment.
1 0. Does storm runoff from city streets contribute to water pollution'?
0. Identify factors and develop -tools to help in recording and interpreting air pollution

indexes (it the local community.

()Illc()Ille.s A./IOW/C(4;C

As a result of these activities, you should be able to:
Identify at least three factors that affect the quality of the environment.
Describe a procedure to use in initiating an environmental investigation that can take place in

any urban environment.
..,
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Identify ;it least three component parts ot an urban environment.
De,:ribe interrelatIonships that exist between component park ad the environment.

I;(.1 lai pawl ()illniii'. Iii Fcclaig%, .1wart.I;( IS, I .(1/11(.1 (111d l'll0/1

As a result or these zictivities. you should be able to:
Describe what you can do to become invoked in community action 1.--ogranis that identify and

.t solutions to local environmental problems.
Deser:1, :low you and other people in the community Call becOnle inv:thied in affecting tile

.11 Holitical decision-making process through environmental urban investigations.
Analyi :le cause and effect rekitionship of factors affecting the quality of the environment.

1, prerequisite to any positive change.
Identity torces and change agents Hutt can be used for or against an improved livability of the

area.

if!,//'r vec,ii'd

111,11-',".cil nt the urban area tn be investigated. blackboard or newsprint easel, felt tip marker:
of chalk ,Illd paper a ti ellt:Ik.

.tddillf IllIHrInalb,11

The following work sheets could he u:ed to pmvide additional information to people investigating
all urban environment alter they have. completed Tasks A. li and C'. The group niay identify
different component part: of the environment than those listed here.

LAND USE SURVEY WORK SHEET

I. fat (whirl lad Ma (al Map

ist the major uses ot land in the area under study.
r,roup these uses into appropriate categories.
Label the Categorie,
De\relop a legend for plotting this data (11.1 the map.

I kvise yOUr own methods to collect and record data. Submit written summaries of the methods
and (I ata to our group leVer.

Inw does each land use affect the other land uses of the area'?
What problem: exist because or certain land uses'?
W'hat kind use problems ha this art..-a are related to regional (e.g.. Portland metropolitan area. San

Eralkisco Pay area. Atlanta Metropolitan) environmental problems'?
\\That tliMgs are being done In the land that :ire compatible with the characteristics of the land

and the needs cd the people'?
WhiLli land uses are changMg?
What propo;ed projects eould affect kind use patterns it) this area?

NOTI The above questions are designed to help no look for significant relationships between
things in the en\ iromnent. 1 one may nOt allow ynu to inve:tigate all or the suggestions. You will.
theretore. havC In deride which things are most :ignificant in the time allowed. Feel free to add to
(he lisst f)r change if a: ne','Jled.

7.:
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,'enitcanng To Think .dhon

For each of the land uses you investigate, ask yourself:
Is it in a good location to serve its purpose'?
What does it do to the environment'?
What kind of an env, nment does it have?

3. Sninmary Questions on Land Use Surrey

See questions and discussions after Task I).

TRAITIC AND TRANSPORTATION SURVY WORK SIIFET

I Inrentor.v and Plot on Map

List the major traffic routes in the area.
Group these routes into appropriate categories.
Label the categories.
Develop a kgend for plotting this data on the map.

.1c/tilt/mull lnjOrmation

Devise your own methods to collect and record data. Submit written summaries of the methods
and data to your group leader.

List the major user groups of each category listed in Question I above.
Which are the most heavily traveled routes?
What problems are associated with tralTic and transportation in the area?
What is the effect of these problems on the rest of the study area'?
What traffic and transportation problems associated with this area arc related to regional (e.g..

Portland metropolitan area) environmental problems'?
What proposed projects could affect traffic and transportation patterns in the area?

NOTF.: The above questions are designed to help you look for significant relationships between
things in the environment. Time may not allow you to investigate all or. the suggestions, You will,
therefore, have to decide which things are most significant in the time allowed. Feel :ree ,o add to
the list or change it as needed.

Something to Think .dbout

l'or each of the traffic and transportation routes you investigate, ask yourself:

Is it in a good location to serve its purpose'?
What does it do to the environment?
What kind of an enviNmmenl does it have'?

Summary ()newton on Traffic and Transportation Surrey

See questions ;ind discussions.after Task D.

CONINIUNITY FACILITILS AND SERVICES SURVEV WORK SIII+T

birenbwr awl Mt on Map
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List the community facilities and services in this area.
Group these facilities and services into appropriate categories.
Label the categories.
Develop a legend for plotting this data on the map.

Additional litfOrma firm

Devise your own methods to collect and record data. Submit written summaries of the methods
and data to your group leader.

List the user groups for each category in Question I above.
What reasons can you give for the locations of each of the community facilities and services

I ist cd?
What needs of the people are being met by these facilities and services?
What needs are not being met by existing facilities and services?
What problems are associated with the quantity and quality of community facilities and services

in this area?
Which of these problems are related to regional (e.g.. Portland metropolitan area) environmental

problems?
What proposed projects could affect the use and effectiviess of community facilities and

.rvico,: in

NOTE: The above questions are designed to help you look for significant relationships between
things in the environment. Time may not allow you to investigate all of the suggestions. You will,
theref ore. have to decide which things are most significant in the time allowed. Feel free to add to
the list or change it as needed.

Sonwthing to Think illunit

For each of the community facilities and services you investigate, ask yourself;

Is it in a good location to servelts purpose?
What does it do to the environment?
What kind of an environrnent does it have?

.1. Summary Questions on Conununity h'acilitics and Services

See questions and discussion after Task D.

ENVIRONNIENTAL Assrrs AND LIABILITIES SURVEY WORK SHEET

I . IniTntory and Plot on Map

1.1st the environmental assets of the area (physical and visual).
Examples: Historic landmarks, structures with visual impact, natural features and aesthetically

pleasing en t rances.

I ist the envimnniental liabilities of the area (physical and visual).
Exaniples: Conflicting land uses, heavy traffic streets, residential overcrowding, poor paving,

curbs, sidewalks, adverse natural features and sameness of environment.

Group the environmental assets and liabilities into appropriate categories. Label the cate:,,ories.
Develop a legend for plotting this data on the map.
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bilIo-nUllit III

14.% wir ()wii 111.k:think tO collect and lecold dala. Oihl1iii \Viitteil Sillohn;IT'R,. of the methods
and data to iI I tThitlp

low do the environmental assets fect tlik: rest of the area? Be spejfic.
flow do the environmental hobilities affect the rest ol the area? Be specific.
Whieh environmental assets have potential for serving as building Hocks to improve the

livahility of this area?
\\lidt prohlems exist because or adverse envimumental factors in the ar,:o?
What environmental prohlems in this orea leiated to regional (e.g.. Portland metropolitan

area I environmental prohlems?
What proposed projects could affect environmental ossets and liahilities in this area?

N( )11. lite above questions are designed to help you look for significant relationships between
things ill the environment. Time may not allow you to investigate oll of the suggestions. You will.
therefore, have to decide which things ore most significant in the time allowed. Feel free to add to
the list or ehangc it os needed.

.1'onwIllim; /1) 'hinh .11)(nri

For each of the environmental assets and liabilities you investigate, ask yourself:

Is it m a good location to serve its purpose?
What does it do to the environment?
What kind of an environment does it hove?

(j le c I it v HI L. 1110,11111r 11 It d /1.Y.(' S MI

See :,piestions and ihseussions after Task I.).

!;ociAl, suRvIA woRK sluiT
I. (mil MI Hu Map

Collo't information about the population characteristics Of the area. e.g., :ige, income. edited-
non, swe ot tamilics. renters-owners and length of residence.

a legend for pli)t t ing this data on the 'nap.

De\ Ise L onr own methods to collect :mil record data. Snlimit written summaries of the methods
and data to or gronp leader,

\\ hat 'aced, ol the residents ilk' net hy living in this .tre,C.'
y% j1IlIliClil esist in the died?
\\ 0.1 Holden's :issociated with this area are rkdated t()regionol lex.. Portland metropolitan

Oil innicntal
\\ hat changing eondittons in the area ate ereiltillr problem', for us tesidents'.'
1\ hal propo,cd proleets could:

alio., lie tic ..1\ ot lieople HI (his ,ne,c,.
!cad to a clanpv in the population ch,wtetelae.,iics aje;17

\\ hit lii t t talcs ot the peork, loivernnicni,,l ;Ind pl.; ;th,



)1 hIc 1;i ch cd I

\,,( )1 acN;L:lica fu IN lit I ( )1. .\ g.1 all/ IdalicalAhip\
H! al; Ivo "It ;m-talgalc u8 HI' Yffil

thz.r, bb. tholg Jill Ow tiinc allowcd. Plca.c Jed Ircc
,111,1 1,1 OH. 11,4 I: liccclo!

(!ti, \tom\ for .'()(.ial

arid dr,cussions I ask I).

SOCIAL SURVEY QU[STIoNNAI RE,

NMI rill with appropriate wHrth. c/tpciiding ()It Mc location (Ind Inirpose.\ fw.
It Inch ,ar art' OIL (111C\IH)1111(lire.

I. I live in (cros.;-strcels)
(shop)

2. Overall. as a place to (live) is:

I VI:.RY (;()()I) L..1 (/UITE G001) Li JUST FAIR 0 POOR LIVERY POOR

What I Id.... hest about

.1- My ..omplaint ,ihout ... is:

5. How', \t.'hat I think Mould he done about that:



Outline for Investigating Snow
Set the tone fc.n: this investigation by reviewing the tasks that will be covered in the allotted time.
Example: In the next three hours the class will investigate the impact of snow On wildlife. water and
trees. Students will check insulation qualities of snow. infer temperature, as well. as 01 and pH
content in snow as opposed to a stream nearby. Class members will measure the 1110 potential of
the snow and discuss its ecological, social and political impact. Please check behavioral objective at
end of the lesson to facilitate evaluation of this session. Show the I lach Kit to the group.

Adapting Lesson Plan to Your School and Community

,Vetme L esSo 11: Invest i ga ting Snow

Process Skills: Observing, collecting. interpreting. Mvestigating, inferring, communicating. testing,
predicting, measuring, recording, describing, constructing, reporting, analyzing.

Suggested Grade Levels: 4-12. Each educator will need to adapt this material to individual and
group needs.

Suggested Disciplitws: Social Studies, Science, Language Arts, Creative Arts, Mathematics, Health.
This activity involves students by utilizing process skills in a variety of disciplines to experience,
understand and improve local environs.

Envimmnental Study SitcS: This lesson plan can be used in a rural, suburban or urban
environment such as a school ground, empty lot, park, forest, yard. nature center of wikIlife
area.

Designing /Idditional Experiences: Total Environment Education (see resource list)

I. OBSERVING THE SNOW ENVIRONMENT

Assign Task A for recording observations of the snow. Walk to assigned investigation areas.

TASK ,A: I IO-I 5 minutes) Work by yourself or in small groups.

While walking to I specific vantage point, make observations and written or verbal reports of the
influence or Snow on:

Plants

Animals

Air

W'ater
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(lnetiHn. and dtscHw(m. ( 1(1

What was noticed about the snow?
What \\ as noticed ;ihout the snow irounil the base i1 large trees?
What tree types have hccn alleeted most by the snow?
What effect does the snow have on the lakc (stream)?

OBSLRyIN(I AND RI.CORDING ANIMAL HABITATS

(11.5clissi(111: ( 1110110('.51

What iiiiiiiii S would one expect to find living in this arca now?
2. \Oat )ire the needs of. these :animals?
3. Where would one 1(ml; for animals around here?

What arc some of the different kinds of habitat z15",iik11)1e for wildlife in this :ire:i?

TASK B: t) nlimites) Work in small groups.

1.:Nplore :is many places (environments or habitats) us possible :Ind record either observations of
animals or sightings of their truces. l..00k for zind list the animal signs (partly consumed foods, scuts,
homes, hird nests, leathers. etc.).

(dio..s !nil/ s an"' discli.s.sioit

I . Um\ many hahitats did you rind?
2. \Vino [actors made one huhitat more desirable than another?
3. limy dOcs the impact of man's activities compare with the impact ol other animals?
4. How ean stinunaritc tht. effect of snow on animal habitats?

I ASK c: )0 inintiles)

LOMPU I IN() 1.11[ WATLR CONTFINT 01: SNOW

Instruct )ns for k.olleeting and recording water equivalents of snow.

Nleasure snow tit.itlii in six randoill on-site 1)K-ations. Be shirt.' 10 Select ireas where dick. is
iitIh' driltmg and no man-inadc tracks. Record the depth at each location, compute the Itwil
and (Ins nle by the qinnhci of measurements to compute ill'Cragt' slloW

Stint of measurements Ayer:WC snow
inc,i,,urcnicnt; (HO i nchc

An acne-foot is iolL' acre (43.5b0 sq. it.) ol wjten, one foot deep, containing .125,000 gallons. \n



;to! -Inch ,:tpials approxinial.H 27 .0( )() ..!;111mh or I kO.

Ile ys.iter Amu,: colnent or the suow kr

tai.crin2e depth of stri(wv)

I()

I inches) Om. or inches of 11,0 )

For this problem use the 11,0 equivalent or snow I :10. One inch ol II ,0 equals 10 inches or

e. 11:111 or it could Ne Copt ured. amount 0111,0 tin site.

27,0(X)
_

( NO. or niches of ILO) (ILO in I ;iere-ineli) (acreage) (gals. al1,0 on site)

''AL:reage or fractions ot acre inrorinzakm should be made available to group.

Find how maw; people could be supported by the 1K0 equivakmt or snow on the site.

200

(gals. or 11,0 on site) (ave. daily 11,0 needs) (people supported)

NII..ASI.IRIN(; AND RFVORDING SNOW CI IARACHRISTI(S TO TFST PRH)1CTIONS

TASK I): II() [ninnies) Work lw yourselr...

On this site the predicted air temperature will he because

I he snow temperature at I /3 depth \vitt he because

'oc 010\V telliper:H lire at 2 '3 depth will he because

the :nound siirlat.'e temperature will he because

pl o \\All he hcL'inise

the dro,tthed 0:- count will lie 'because

Is.:cp those predict ii ns 'or releience.

No I / am/ ihr.w/rct/ accd 1 /it' /1..,/ at a twarbv wow1 swm the
(11\071)111rd' rrh)r.1,, %Hi(oo: rttNI, 1)



Qttc'sliHtts utul discttY.simt:

A., a psoup discuss the rang,: of predictions.
2. What criteria did you use to arrive at your predictions?
3. How call we test out our predictions?

III. VERIFYING PRFDICTIONS

Directions to groups: Test the predictions just made by usini2 the Hach 0 pll Testing Kit
(instructions are inside the hd). 'Mere are several jobs to be done in testing. Part of the group should
hc assigned to take the collected snow samples back for melting and testing.

// no/ tweessary 1H th't1lo11sll'alc 11.VC kil. Lel group do il.

Thermome(ers, yardsticks. cans. snow shovels are needed to complete Task E.

TASK F: 1 .20 minutes) Work in small groups (.4 to 6 people). Make sure everyone in the group gets
involved in the testing.

2.

He Air

Temperature

Snow uul pll

Dissolved
Content

0 -, (ppm) (gals.)Got

l're-
die-
0011

.1c-
owl
Test

Pre-
clic-
!ion

A c-
mal

,Test

Pre-
dic-
tint,

A c-
owl
Test

Pre-
clic-
thm

A c-
(mil
Test

Pre-
dic-
lion

A c-
tual
Test

Pre-
die-
tion

A c-

mal
Test

1 / -----
2 / ,

. -.'

brstdoui011 As snow compacts, its insulation ability is altered. Using the thermometer, take
temperature reading,.: at the Following points: (a) 3 feet above snow, (b) 1/3 depth, (c) 2/3
depth, ( d )71nd ground surlace.

Sn:m. Using your yardstick as a measuring device, compote the average of six
nicalitclilents at various locations.
It'a/cr ( 'iii/c1r/ Compacted snow will contain more water per unit of volume. To determine

,0 content-, take a coffee can and shoves it into the snow until the snow is level with the? rim 01
the can. Alter cutting the snow away along the lower rim, take several samples of compact and
noncompact snow and put them in plastic bags. Take the plastic bags bac': to be melted and
tested tor pl I and content.

(2 I I C 0 011

I Live cacli group report the I heir tests to the entire group. Coinpare results.

1,1'hal might account lor any differences in results Irom CaCh group?
flow did lest re\nits compare to predictions?

3. Is it necessary to haves sophisticated equipment to determine temperatures, 01, ill. etc.?
Undcr wh.if e.onit;tions nilelit we expect to gest elitTerent test results than we did today?
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If we took the temperature depth of SHOW Id baSC 01 (III. What dirreFelICC Might We 1111(1?
ft ( .ould we predict frost depth in the soil rrom our current information?
7. It a quick thaw occurred. what factors would influence runoff rates?

IV. COMMUNICATIN(i 11 I FANGS, AWARENFSS AND VALLTS ABOUT SNOW

Chtcqioii &Air/Ns/Hi/

Is snow pioil or hail?

TASK I': ( I0 minutes) Work by yourself.

. I )eseribe in sentences your feelings about snow.

2. Describe in three sentences how you generally feel toward snow.

. I.ist your feeling about snow/ in the various categories.

Lcologi cal
h. Social
c. Psychological

Pconomical

. What did you rind out about snow From the day's investigations?
2. What effect does snow have on other resources?
3. How can today's discussions and investigations be sununarized?
4. What methods:Ind processes were used in today's investigation?

licharir(rill (Mit (iiirc% ill K/holdetb,T

As a result of the investigation. you should be able to:

Demonstrate the ihiijt to test out predictions about snow as relates to pl I, 01 and temperature
hy using several item; sueli as water kit and thermometer.

Measure a volume or SHOW and determine the water content and number or people it would
support.

Measure the insulation properties of snow at seseral layers.

RchdrNirtil Huh 010 c% ,lwarcncc%, I *dliws alk/ linH

As a result ol the ietisities, ymu ,,hotild be able to:

RsclIk' 111 svritiu loss you reel about snow in sc\cral situations,.
Communicate leclings, awareness and value; or snow.



[.(011)111(71! (Wr(/ (1,i1 a (IdNi ()I )V) st fld(711.0

4 water testing kits
4 t hermoineters
4 snow shovels
8 Coffee cans
8 yardsticks
8 large plastic bags
30 lesson plans
Felt tip pens and chart paper

t us ,diggcstecl that continuous revision iind refinements be made by students using the lesson to
meet tK.ir specific needs.

N( II I 'Otis Ic.;.sHii phut wcts (/cPeloped jhr use in teadter 117:rkshops .IHIu, ill. l'ager, Milwaukee,
iCi.scollNin. with Ulca. jrum R(hl .S.with, Lansing, Alichigau, .humary, /)73.



Investigating the Effects of
Fire on the Forest Environment
Set the parameters for this investigation by reviewing quickly what will be covered in the allotted
tune. HIL11 task takes approxinwely one hour to complete,

This lesson plan will help sharpen pt.mers or observation. ability to predict and infer effects of fire,
as \yell as explore the feelings and current thniking about fire and how it relates to other forest
comfit ions.

Adapting Lesson Plan to Your School and Community

I,cssHh lnesti,ating the lifects of Fire On the Forest Fnviromilent

irr)c Ohscrving, inferring, predicting, collecting, measuring, interpreting, analyzing,
communicating, describing, investigating, exploring, recording, describing.

.'...0.:gr.s1e(/ Grad(' Lert./... 4-1 1. Fach educator will need to adapt this material to individual and
group needs.

StiKgesIct/ Oiscivlinc.c: Social Studies. Mathematics, Science. Language Arts, Creative Arts. This
' activity involves students by utilizing process skills in a variety of disciplines to experience,

understand or improve local environs.

/://r/roiorienta/ Snidy Silt's: This lesson plan can best be used in a rural environment such as a
private, state or national forest,

Evpericm.cs: 7.01111 EuPironmen1 EillwaliHn (see resource list)

()Rl:101lN(; ANl) kr.

Take the ,..roup to a recently burned area. Distribute Task A cards,

IASI: .\ I ninnies) Work in groups or 5 to 0 persons,

iik oer the area. Record \ our obervat ions about the effects ol 1ire (111 the follow* resources:
l'ass imt hind

0, el (IICC,, itt
\11(1111C

(111

ii ih, ,q) bat 6'i/cr.( jo,11,1,.



NC) I I. /nyrro tor mai accd 1(1 (01: scrcraI (oicstimls harC gouil) discuss 1.iferis (il
oi? qtr(

Olif";litiii\ LILO dl'.(11111)11.

I . 11lhat did ymi,
'. \Vila( ell ect does the size ol plant materials (fuel) have on the way a lire burns?

:low did this lire (burn) compare to other fires?
4. In yoiir opinion, which ol the resources were most allected hv this lire'?
'5. Were fiend iJal effects? Under what l'Onclitions, could there have been?

Is lire a natural phenomenon (happening) in a Forest environment? kxplain.

II. COIllf HNC ,AND INTHURFTING DATA ABOUT TM'. FIRE

TASK U: ( 0-25 minutes) Work in small groups.

I 1)1.;i1V a Inup ol (he lire. Show as many key Features :IS observed slope. roads. streams,
vegetation. etc.
S11(1W MI the 111:11) where zoid why the lire stopped. aml where it started.

3. Distrihute 1 isk Li cards.

(2(1,,,11"10 dlo aisciissmn:

I What did the lire burn'?
2. What influenced the shape of the lire?
3. \Vliat caused the lire to stop burning'?
4. I)id the lire burn "hotter some places than others? Why?

What ellectsw ilI removal or ;my one of the three elements have on the lire'?
As a result or our discussion, three things keep cropping up; what elements were necessary
lor this or any other lire to burn?
II you were the boss ol the lire l'ighters, how would you have fought this lire'?

Impottant Concept.

.1 he should he the cuhuMating concept in this

task. At some ioull in time. the diagram or a
groups h.spond

ShMild be const meted as t he

III III N I II.YINt AXI) IN( USI'S Ol: VARIOUS l'IRk SUPPRLSSION 1,001.5

I \Vkirk .`; Or n pcusons.

C 0



Examine the various fire lighting equipment. Describe which element(s) of the f ire triangle
the tool could be used against and how.

. Backpack Pump
2. Cutting Tools Axes, Pulaski. Council
3. Scraping Tools Broom. Rakes. Shovels. McLeod
4. Power Chain Saw
5. Drip Torch Fusee

I available, demonstrate fire plow and bulldozer.

NOTE: Hare olic sample of each tool arailablc for each team to examine and discuss their uses
and relatire merits in fighting fires.

Fuel Heat /lir (02)

3.

Questions and discussion:

. Why were these specific tools picked for fire suppiession?
2. How would a team use them in suppression?
3. What physical features might influence the choice of tools to be used?
4. Which tools and in what order would you use in this area?
5. To summarize discussion, how are the fire elements and tools related?

IV. OBSERVING AND ANALYZING CHARACTERISTI('S OF SAFETY AND FIRE

"Fask I) is optional and can he deleted if' thne is a factor.

TASK I): (Part I Safety) (IO-I 5 minutes) Work in a group of 5 to 6 persons.

. Examine the took and list the hazards and possible steps to be considered to prevent people
from getting hurt, including other fire lighters.

2. Consider both use and transportation of [(wk. Have teams list their ideas.

OleAtiMIS u,uI di,yrinSi(111;

. What dangers would occur in use of these tools?
2. Are there any tools that aren't hazardous?
3. What should we consider as relates to spacing of workers'?
4, In your opinion, what physical features in this area should he considered in tool selection'?

8(1



Oiscuscion ((vac,. should watch closely Uir ha:ardous w71101 corrc(l
if Mc.

l'ASK I): (Part II Simulated Fire. I 5-2thininutes) Work in a group of 5 to 6 persons.

NOTE: Thc following should bc don(' be.fore group gcls 1H simiqulion area.

I. Perimeter of fire defined by flagging or string.
2. Use terrain and cover typical of the geographical area.
3. If possible. use elongated shaft; approximately 20 to 40 meters.
4. Provide a variety of tools for each group (possibly kave a specific One Out to prove a point).
5. Remind the group about spacing and safety.
b. Obtain the local weather forecast and report it to the groups.
7. Allot the group live minutes to plan strategy.

Ctive the group 15 minutes to build a fire

II confusion develops in Item 8, during critique draw out the concept that lire lighting is a science.

(2UcslioliS ussion.:

. low did you determine the method to attack the fire and tne places to start?
2. What was the significance of the weather report'? I low did your strategy relate to the

concept.
3. What factors could change which would require a different attack strategy? Why?
4. What factors should the fire boss consider and check before committing his crow?
5. What factors should be considered before the fire crew leave?
6. Did you obwrve hazardous use of tools? Explain.
7. llow would you summarize our discussion about safety, selection and use of lire lighting

tools and attack techniques?

CONIMUNICA FE.FLINGS OF AWARENFSS AND VALIIES OF FIRE

TASK I.: (Part I Prescribed Burn and Fire. 15-20 minutes) Work in groups of 5 to ( persons.

Wildfire: An unpl limed forest or range fire roquiring vigorous suppression actik;i).

Prescribed burn: l)eliberate and skillful application of fire to natural fuel under carefully
prescribed ..inditions to accomplish certain planned benefits.

Prescribed fire: An unplanned fire occurring in an area where a carefully prepared prescription
requires modified suppression action to accomplish certain planned benefits.

S't the stage for this task by developing a delinition of three words with the groups.

Prescribed burn

' Prescribed fire

I)0



1111cIlire

erinipk, vc an.II\./, and Ir,1 posible consequence, ol the three types or lire.

110

Burn

PresL :abed l'irL

\AOh.11 ire

1,11,1,1h1Vc Madvantagc\ h, rcrolirce,

Lach team shoold prepare a one-line statement I'm group presenlatkm that denotes ideas on each
I ire ype.

IASI: I (Part II reeling!: About Fire. -I0 minutes) NVork hy yourself'.

As, ;11('Illi (0 ad dISCU,1011,,, \vrite a description or lire using the outline listed:

I R:C W \ko.n'tk, In deSelahC it.
Three .iciion words iihout what it does.
A loor-word phrasc to describe your reeling about it.
One word which ..-.Ioninarites your philosophy ;thou( lire.

NC)I I Pro //! i. cri importaw Iii thi rolimlecrs tH share !heir i(/eas, Use a casual
:rproac II )(al ire, dealmg wilh rallies, and parlicipanh .vhonld feel Jive lo express their feclings.

s,,,rmip ha. harrd their ideas and feelings, oiler con,cyandadons and infewm Mon dun Ihcy
hal inq had their lirI readiag pra't.. tl.riling abort/ lire in this way, Ihey hare written a form

(

(ilft",:lfal\ and di( lbcit P11

. What did find ahoul lire in our discu.sions? (Make a list. it time and chart are iivailahle.)
, prai.:c tln lie po.--ntion have in your everyday lire?

I I M1 Call we .unlinari/ i. ou. discussion ,ihorit fire?
;lave your le;lings clidn;.,ed toward lire as a result or the investigations'?

l)erihe in wil'inr how you reel about the se,,sion today .

it the phi, 1, divided into two sc.sionc, r.Ct an ct,,InatiOn at (IR end Or caeli sem:At .

( )



Behapioral oIl (UI//I(. Ill KitHivledgc

As ZI result or these activities, participants should be able to:

List both benelicial and harmful effects of fire on resources.
IdentiFy tools and sarety measures to remember and use in lire supprosion.
Set up an investigation (analyie and interpret data) related to past tires.
Draw a simple sketch (map) that takes in the physical Features related to fire.
Describe the triangle theory and the relation to lire and suppression.

thlwrioral ()ulcumes Feclings, ilwurcuess, 1/(ilues wul Action

As zi result of the Fire investigation, participants should be able to:

Describe how you reel about lire's effect on the resources.
Describe several things we can do in our everyday activities to le!4sen the Fire ha4ard and/or

cause a minimal amount or harm to the ecosystem.
Cominunicate your Feelings, awareness and values by describing in writing the positive effects of'

preseribed burning.

Equipment ,Veeded

6 hand lenses
Task cards
20-40 meter measuring tapes
flagging string or colored tape
Tools in multipk. or number or anticipated groups

0.)



Outline for Measuring
the Environment
With the competition for land use increasing rapidly and the necessity for a bet ter understanding of
proper .zoning and land utilization, a knowledge of land measurement and spatial relationships is
essential. The Inllowing activities and tasks can provide some simple tools to involve students in
land and space measurement.

This lesson plan outline includes seven activities and skill areas to assist ia constructing several types
of maps that can he used in environmental investigations.

Adapting Lesson Plan to Your School and Community

.Vanic uf Lesson: Measuring t he Fnvironment

Proccss Meiumring, recording, interpreting, analyzing, constructing, describing, interpreting,
eommuincating, investigating, exploring.

Suggcstcd Gradc Levels: 4-12. Matheinatics,,Social Studies. Language Arts, Science. This activity
involves students by utilizing process skills in a variety of disciplines to experience, understand
or improve local environs.

Environmental Study Site.s.: This lesson plan can be used in :I rural, suburban or urban
environment such is 1 school ground, neighborhood. eity park. forest, farm, yard, outdoor
laboratory or nature center.

Dcygning Total Enrironmcnt Education (sec resource list)

"Flic Inc tric system should be used for those schools who have staff qualified to make the transition.

I. MF ,ASU RIN( I IlIF H.:Mall OF YOUR STFI' (20 minutes)

The first skill needed to estimate distances without using a tape measure. Instructions and directions
on page Q7.

LEARNING TO usr 'VIII: SILVA ('OMPASS (20 minutes)

This is needed in order to calculate and reeord directions and distances of given areas. Instructions
and directions on page (M.

III. USIN( 1.111 COMPASS AND PACING SKI LLS (30 minutes

Playing the Compass and Pacing Game by using the length of step ( I) ond the compass (II ) allows
the participant to iipply these two skills in a problem-solving situation. Instil...lions ;ind dilectnms
on page 104.

IV, CONY! IWCTIN1; AND tISIM; TI II:. INSTANT MAPPLIZ (00 minutes)

The instant mappet is an inexpensive way to make a map using bearing and distances collected using
the skills learned in I, II itid Ill. Use the Instant Mapper to plot some of the Compass and Pacing
(I.Inie problems in 111- to check out proper spacing. Instructions and directions on page 100.



V IAYINe; ou'r A XATURI FRAIL 120 minutes/

)iic Ady to ,ipply the compass. p,icing and instant mapper skills is to lay out a nature trail fromscratch or to reconstruct nnt' rroin a given set or bearings and distances. Instructions and directionson page 108.

VI. CONSTRUCTINC, AND USIM; A CARDBOARD BOX I'LANL TABLE. (60 minutes)

Ntiny times it is not possiNe to learn to use a compass or an instant inapper. rrhe Cardhoard Box
Plane I dhle provides a way to make a map without the use of the compass, Teachers rind this an
easy way It) ilINAVe primar students Ill map making. Instructions tuld directions on page 1 1 3.

I here are many other simple methods to measure the environment. Examples include learning to
use maps. compasses. aerial photos. ahney (compass) levels and homemade transits. Whatever
methods and activities are used, measurement 01 the enviromnent provides a tool to further
interpret the information we e,'1Iect.

VII. COMMUNITY 1111 .1M S. AWARI'NFSS AND VALUES Al3OlJT MEASURING TIE
NVI RON M

I ASK A.

Desciihe in writing three contrihutions that measuring Ilk' environment can make to
ciiironment,i1

Descrihe at least ouc measurement activity that you can take in .our eVeryday lire to make
contrihin,011 to Hie nianagetilent of your community,

in your hoine
ft in your community

Descrihe the benclits ot each action in Ak ivity 2.

V hat are simte processes we've used thiring these aet IN:Wes?
Whdt contrIhutiins can nicastirinV the environment make to environmental management?
Ilow can you use this in (WWI areas?
What are sonic problems encountered during these tasks?
llow can we sum up uor activities in two or three hig ideas?

TASK B:

Descrthe iii writtng how vou reel about our session today,



I:charm/al Onh Hine% in k min-ledge

re!-,ult 1.,1 these activities you slmuld he able to:

Compute thc length of your average step, given a premeasured 100-loot distance.
Demonstrate your knowledge of the compass by accurately setting a given bearing and following

that hearing for a short distance.
Demonstrate your knowle:Igc of the compass by sighting on an object and setting the correct

hearing and followin: !' c-iring for a short distance.
Construct and use all ill. 'per. determine the proper scale 0) use and lay out and map a

Si -Sided nature trail.
Construct and Iltie a plane table and accurately map predetermined area. including at least

three reference points.
Using a constructed plane table, you can measure a nonpaceable distance.

llehartoral Ooteoinc%' in Feelings, Alvarcnes.s, F uliu.s and A clion

i\ti 1.t.,111( of these ,Ictivitics you should be able to:

Describe your ahility to use a compass.
Describe :I and why you feel more soeure in the environment with .a knowledge or 110w to

measure the environment.
1)eseribe how you feel about the value of measurement in the environment,

ihrpping by Da.. id (ireenhood
Be kV/Wit With .i/dp Cmnpays by Bjorn kjellstrom
map, Crimpu.ss and Campfire by Don Ratliff
Mop t Compos. ForoSt ServiCe. PNW Region. Putting Cons:rvation to Work. Recreation Aid

No. 2, U.S. Forest Service, P.O. Box 3623. Portland. Oregon 97208

I. NIFASUP NC TI IL LI MITI! OF YOUR STFT

NleasUring the length 111. yonr sten is the first task to be done before measuring the environment.

L:(//liP//0111,Vccdca.

21 it;Ikes numbered consecutively
I 00- I'oot tape
Silv,1 compass lo lay out
Pen Os with erasers
Length of stop chart
Step-loot conveision charts
111111111er ur roek to pound stakes
Instructions or laying out

Boy Scout Compass ;mil Pacihg

(21 1 CS it a IN and dHellslon:

The distanco from BR t the last stake in this con is 100 rect. Refer to stases set up
for compass

07
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\\ ,111 ',IL*1) (1J\VII. AI\ Loh| clktance you wHIC (200 Ice!)
4 Count the total iunnher you take the \.vay down ;oh) the wiiy non't let

j.lin up in a lint: Hwy arc f() ovoid twakin?!. their ,tep,, uneven,
llow vJ| you determine the ol Mir the totid distimcc (200 lee!) N the
total nuinher you took. Round it 41. to thc neare-d foot or iie;irk.-4 11;111.-foot. either

2H,,tcei or .; teei for ddlilk.

\Vilk not mid ',LT> thc 100-foot dhliince twii ;ind. usin12 the Method 1

the len,..ult ,tep.

PC1crimmtz:: 1.(7/:;lh )1

ltetliod I NIctliok.1

\talk tin x normid the
R,....cord nuinher of ,,tep,

you took

Nninhcr tep,. 1.1 lime
huinher 21iLl

1-mhhicp,, (1i

oti| ot u, di:dance ;liked
It 1

11)

(,1.11

widk-,11

No. ot.stcp 2.00 feet l_chgth teP

hi 73
74 s7
88 113

114 ovcr

\hp tH arc Itcarctl lcdt. .06'7 and

Vii6th .4/ V 6.1%.1 ,/\\11,%!

rcoplc have them turn over the Method 1 shect xxJo.c
\Icthod 2 1,.) check their,:in,;wer. This wdl he. funny heciiw,c most people will not 11;ie
1o,kcd on the

thc ind Method 2. x thc total numher ot taken were .

whit would Pc thc of ,,tcp for tld pcNon'? thc lia\.en4 lciirned to
di\ ct. 11:1111L' their tep without you havin:.! to firure it
out tot eich id heen de\y,,ed that everyone can check their

thc ,inne inc. lett colonir totil !-,tep in 200 Icel ki;dit column Hic
\ arc within that

\11"111c1 ,11i1 1H1) `."11 (110cki'., t,iivcrt dilince,, into or vice



( ,/: ( ii 111,1111)(1H t:[)-1 ( 1,1 ( 11,11 t tV, I lit' t11,,klitt,L.'s H titI kngi Its id
itt ti,e. Let) Otilitil! Ic ehs)antes. 0011 Loltimit nuniher til

,.tcp-.1i:ctle,1 to tra,...1spetalft
1 For you vnited to go ..S0 h;ct. 'King tItH t.h.trt. how many steps would Ou

IttOti ii rt stcp %%ely I I.: letH.7 2. 1 ct.'l rCe17
4c1'

1 1

jtt, 1,;4.

I 11 t.. ,IsT ' : step step
.tep I step I step

, Let 2 Sttl, P: steps I

; H,I ' steps 2 5ters l' .: steps
i), 2'.': steps 2 'telt,

,t ,typs 3 steps 21: .teps.
,tvp, 3 steps

1 steps step,
.leps 4',: ',ter, 31 steps
:step, `i steps 4 .tep,

t , 13'-: steps iii steps 8 ,iers
! 1 2it Sieps 15 steps 12 step.

steps 21111C/1N 16 ...teps
3.0: oeps 25 .teps 211 ,teps
In sleps 31) steps 1.1 :teps
-16'2 steps 1:" slers 2ti ,iep,,i. : :, 3' : ,tcps 111 steps 1,' :teps
01 step. 45 ..teps 3 ',,,11,,

11,111. hh it'p, 51) steps -VI step,

3

step
step

I step
I!: steps
I steps
2 steps
2!..: steps

steps
3 steps
3 steps

Steps
Iii Nleps
13 steps
17 steps
20 Steps

cteps
27 steps
.:(1.teps
-1-1 step;

s 1,..,ty I01C\ inanv ,deps you'd takt, tit go 122 rcct ii the length of your step were 2 Feet
: l'eet . .

1-.1..1 1 ttR tirst t"Igurt. 'tow many steps !Or 10 0 I'M. how many ,,tep,, l'or 20 I'vel
.1tHI mii .,. t tr I teet, :Ind then atkl thot,e three UUH tor a linal

1,.,a1 ,teps,intl not paces. rhe len.gth ol ytt1.11. Step S1101.11d not he confused svith
Pat:\ A pat.c t t' th,tonce env ered on the ground when a percon takes two teps. 1.01.

ii \ out i_.,gth II ,dep is IL: rect. tlwit pwr imcc tIeeL Ihk sinwlihe--; your math
t.,1 Itist,t1h.e, you want lit \V.Ilk lUll eel. lby tin\ wHy you can count every other tstep and

k,,p rutuung 5. 10, IS. Hc. Step, 01 paLe\ may he us..'d at the option 01. the
easder to start cotuiting every c/c/t. instead Iil every othtt ,.tep

w 1 tt-,11 t,iI- a ();/«.
tidc ti 1 , 4. 1 Ilk' de'clintCy ol thetr ',I:Ts or paces, 1- .ilking other predeletmined

dh.i.Int.e; intl t.tkail.itnitt Iltt distance iron) .teps rect.

II I I \ \ , I() I SII ( ()VI' \SS

;1. , I hos) 1.1 rhc Utt sotut
(.1m.: I, .1 stmplc. lid ill 1111', It rs a\ 0°F Seoul yippiv

thip.: instittutop-, sc,101 (

p)

Ptkiitr (.;111le



Scok h tape v.ith declination indrLuil ott ;ill compass:,
Score cari.k Hr everyone ;ind one set 01 ;111,Wers It.) the rdine problenh hOr all instructor, (included

n g;i 11 h.'

Illustration or dilierence, between true ;ind magnetic north

Iht

Vflt 'qv ,)1', 110,/e ))1

(live everyone a Silv;1 Compass ;Ind have each one stand up lacing you. ',1ake sure the
eoinp;ks has the piece or write-on scotch tape with a pencil !nark Oil it opposite the
dechihition for your ;irea. no/ let the audience do this sitting down.

.111e Silva Compa,s is ust..d in thi, lesson. It is oiii HI Ow least c.vprlimce. nmst dcpcndablc
and casicq I 011101\-,c,; 00 lice.

\Vhal do y()(1 Ilf)Ilek: as you look ;it the compass?

mt"."1 /um. (ficcrm 111!

Base Fla te

what it....

Dire,. lion ol Irav....1;irrow. always pointed directly ziway Irom you.
( 'hear plastic. 111, direction or travel ;irrow and two difierent scales.

Lumposs lionshig

.A cliii (a/amuth mg! N.vith degree, marked on it. It has ;In orienting arrow inside the bottom of
hoiking. [his ;irrt\, k the thing that !mikes the Silva ('ompass easy to tke and dirlerent Imm ill
other Cl)lilrt,Cs.

l\lagiwtic Needle

compa,s has 'a red ;mil white needle,
doe, it point? (Nlagnetie north)

Whdt makes it point there? I kart [Cs magnetic held)
The nec..ille pivots rreely within the aiumith ring, and Cli.e red end always points to in;ignetie north.

Basn Plate

Magnetic NeedlP

Azimuth Ring

Compass Declination

Declination
A

I 01)

A Pencil Azimuth Line

B r Orienting Arrow

C = Direction of Travel Arrow



Ibt/t///4; //tt ( t//t/tity, CHrict.

It K important to L;1111 to /Hilt/ Ut..///paN%

I . Stand up: rest base plate on your hide \ lingers. hokl the edges with your thumbs: keep your
amp, Jose to you( sides (or hotter stability. and point the direction or the travel arrow directly
;155,15 trOwt

!bold compass level and tilt compass up ;ind LIOW11 11'0111 stile to side to see what happens when
not le%el.

3. N'ou and the compass are a tow.

When y.ou turn. the compass turns with the direction of travel arrow, always pointing away
Iron] you. 1 urn your whole body and compass, including rect. don't just twist around. Have the
group practice this task.

Or/cwt./4; to ,\.0 tray

Let's orient ourselves to north.

Turn dial and set 3o0 degrees On direction or travel arrow.

2. Turn votirselt and the compass as a unit until the red part of the magnetic needle and the
pointing part or the orienting arrow go together.

3. Where does the magnetic needle point'? (North magnetic north.)

4. Are you lacing the Sante direction as the magnetic needle? (Yes, you should be.)

Which direction are you lacing? (MagnetiL n))rth, same as the magnetic needle.)

1,, magnetic north the same as the North Pole? (No. North Pole is called Gcogralfllic North or
1 rue Nort I.

No II. Rrfe chart of .Vonth p,de and the magnetic polc Ola.t.,,,Ictic north i louatcd s(wIewhere
1101.(11 of lhol.nl Bat., Canada, Ow GIIIJ of Roothiol

True North Pole

,(Vlagnetic North Polei\. . . 10"

.,

Declination Past Portland
Declination Greenwich, Ohio

f'

Declination West Detroit



yin, In,: tier.. point to your hr.:Mimi) and racing the North Pole, then magnetic north is at a
. degr,...e angle to the right of Voir, in parts or vestern Oregon and \Vashington.

rind your declination. L Portland, Oregon, it is ahout 22 degrees.

,ou're in (irceimich. Ohio. and racing the North Pole. then magnetic north and the North Pole
would he in the same line or sight.

Nlo,,t tik: 111,1(1-, We tl,.e ;Ire thicn :tet."01.ding to the N)rtli POle, or true north.

Hick; !or /kc/iniiorm (ih( ilificrcilL(' bC1WeCil low and movictic north ):

(.2tic.quoIN WO JO( 11sh

(in your conn,,ass I a piece ot tape with a pencil line on it at .._ degrees.
degree.. ror Portland. Oregon)

1 Turn dial and set 3o0 degrees on the pencil line.

3, Now torn .out-selt and the compass until the magnetic needle .and orienting arrow go
together.

t. Winch way does the magnetic needle point? (Magnetic north it always points there.)

Are you raeing the sante direction as the magnetic needle'? (No, L'Otl shouldn't he.)

Which direction are you racing'? ((rue north)

Yini and the direction or the travel arrow should he racing true north. The magnetic
needle should he 1-qiinting to magnetic north a( a degree angle to your
right

I la ni ricnA on we will Nct retaibn;,

rom no".

10. We will ci-nt nine to hold the compass so that the direclion H./ /hi' /rare/ aront. poill/h/g
.ihria Ph :vit.,/ rtr,olt ifs

Prat C 010 111011; fr) rulil CHIllpa.CS
(N-(1 dc!UL:e, derree. S-I80 degrees. W-270 degrees)

()/ic\(ifm. mid (11\1 11Y,I,01

Set 'n) degrees on the pem:il line and orient .'ourselr to (hal degree read*. Tins means
that you ,Ind the compass should move as a unit until the red part of the magnetic needle
and pointing part or orienting arrow go tiigether.

Which ...lirection arc yrni lac*? (lrue east)
Which direction is the magnetic needle pointing'? (Magnetic north)
hlelptui Inn( i c\plaining dirleienee between magnetic and true hearing: I. \ tend your

arni in the direction or true north.
ith your noike a 00-degree swing to the right. Fhat should he the direction pm

:IR' racing.
tcnd iff111 in CR' directiim (4 magnetic north. Now make a 00-degree swing with

k)or anti to the right.
I

10"



I !Lit ,,hoidd he ma,....incth.. ea.-d. which li nild be at a angle
to the right I where

Now set 180 degrees on the pencil line and orient yourself. to tkat degree reading.
\ ;inn in the direction the iniignetic needk. is pointing. (Magnetic north)

Now.. extend your arm dir,..ctly opposite. which should be magnetic south.
\\inch direction :ire you racing'.' (Nlagnetic Nouth I
\\inch lirection is the magnetic needle lacing? \Vhich direction does it alwav, race?

Repeal for .270 degrees.

T011owing 1 Pro.(lcicriniuca :lzinat ill Bearing:

Hcforc c/as., au instructor Nhonld pick u point and .cight screral ohjccts (np io 10).
A/tun/a gir(' gr, MI) bcarl.tlgy AcI ottel awn obit:CIA lo Sig/11 until the group is confident in

("monody;

QIICAlio1IS Mk/

I. Set .degrees on pencil

2. Orient yourell to that degree reading. (Review part (In holding compass correctly.)

3. Select a landmark in the line of ,ight round by you and the direction or travel arrow. To
do Ilik. look down at the direction of the travel arrow, then jerk ,'0(1r head up. Whatever
you ,ee on the hori/oii . in line or sight or the travel arrow. is your landmark. Repeat this
several times, to u. ke .01re you :ire sighting an object that is directly in line or sight or the
travel arrow,

Nov, tihit llaVe sdek:ted a FalltlI11:11T. you could put your compass iiway :Ind walk
toward ..., keeping your eye; on that landmark and walking straight toward it.

Why wouli, i keep looking at your compass is yon walk along? You could wander
all over the place. Perhaps a chart or simple diagrimi could explain this point. People seen)
(0 have a hard time understanding that it would make any dirrerence.

(. I )1.1L'Ilt yOtIrst.'ll. to .. degree reading.

7. Select landmark. Repeat previous instruction, on ;electing a landmark ir necessary.

Prd( 11(110,, 1:0ng ( tompasy Ito Follow tI BCtI1110.: (Optional):

(4.1 a partner. ( ;lye ;hat reNoll a degree reading. Check to make sure that person can orient to that
degrc... roading.

Old he set the degree reading on the pencil line.'
Did he hold the conipas level'.t
ls the direction or travel arrow pointing aw.t rrom him?

(lied, to make ,ure that per.,on can select a landmark

per,..1 looking up directl in line wit!l tile direction or the travel arrow? I \lost
.people"tenil to look either to the right or lert, ,o watch them select (he landmark.) .

..



Is the person holding hi,; head ;traight ;Ind inline with the rest of his bod and the compass?

Repeat . having the other person check you this time.

III. USING TIII COMPASS AND PACING SKILLS

pnwring to Plar (.mnpass and Pacing (;ame:

(plestitms and (IR( 11.1'11,

MIFF: lhat 111( Humber uj eaeh problem corresonuls with the stake with that Ilunther.

Distrib e score cards for game (Boy Scout C'onypass :ind Pacing (ame).

2. Rehire we explain the game, write down the number or steps you need to take For each of
the distances given. Use the Step-Foot Conversion Chart.

3. When most people have Finished this, select a volunteer to demonstrate the game.

4. Take his score card Fu)ni him and yell Ids instructions to !UM while the group watcheS (or
try to get the group to tell him what to do).

5. Starting place .

(), Degree reading . . Set degree reading on pencil line. Orient to that
degree reading. Select landMark and put compass away.

Distanee to walk Tell the group the distance and length ol
volunteer's step, and have them Figure out how many steps he needs to take.

Repcat for the second instruction.

9 Repeat For the third instruction.

10. Ask him which stake he c:,led MI. Tell nm which stake he was supposed to end on.

Explain how the scoring works.

12. Give volunteer his score.

13. Any( hinr above 70 is grun/!! IF they get below 70. maybe they should do it over.

P/a_ving thc

(Pecgions and discussion.

Okay, go ahead ,ind (I() the problem, I have the answers.

1lelp individuals. If someone in the group fini.,hes first and is pretty good, have him help
others or give him the answer sheet and free yourself to help.
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I \Sk .\ minnnic-o Boy Seout told (

("omplt, te the J. Sewn Compass Course. Complete two out or three or the courses within a 5-root
prohleilis ir time.

Score ("aril for ("ompass Course

NA I 1

puim \(,. No. Steps

(1i) 1 7 lk'o.ree; for 1 lek.q

I hen I 50 degrees .".! feet
"Hien 1 7 1 degic).6s for 55 feet

1)estination (Numher or nearest marker reached)

Correct De,,tina(ion (Supplied by leader)

S,.01-. (Score ror correct linish is 100. Deduct 5 poink for each marker missed
coricct destination.)

Starting Point No. 3 No. Steps

(a) 3; lor 1 2.5 reel

Hien Tdegrees for (4) feet
Then 1 S7 degrees ror 50 reel

Dc',Iindl ion (NuinOer or nearest marker readied)

Correct Destination (Supplied hy leader)
le (Score rof correct rinish is 1 00. Deduct 5 points for each marker player

missed collect destination.)

1()TAL SCOW'

(..):1';')/loW, trod (.10:

1 0u, thitig), did you have trouhle with in solving the prohlem?

2. \tine practice will help increase accuracy.

Whils) rollowinr a/innith or line or sight. vo..i may lose the landmark you are walking to
and need to check your location to determine you are still on the correct hne or sight. To
do this. sight hack ward toward your starting point and then check your compass to see if

,ire still oil the line. This requires sighting a hod, which k Opposite
,-lion loan the ti/iintith.

\sk fz.. iillnincs) Optional

I olIt.11 pkiint (Point AL lake a reading (a/amin hi on an ohicet, 1);0eli 1101 point (Point

10.5



,At Point li. set your Lompass to return to Ilona A and follow kick.

oucyi/o/r.N and divcaNsual..

I . What sort of hypothesis would apply to the shooting of a kick azimuth?

PossiNc answer: It the original boaring is less than 180 degrees. add 180 degrees in the last
ste p II it is more than 180 degrees, subtract 180 degrees in the last step. Reverse the red
arrow so that (he tail of the red arrow is superimposed over the head of the black arrow in
the compass housing las in the First step).

TaAi,n; a Bcaring un a Giren Obicet:

(Jac ions a nd ussioa:

1. Now let's use the compass to find out in what line of direction a given object is from you.
Select an object that everyone can see.

2. Face the object.

3. What do N. ou have to do now? You have to get the magnetic needle and the orienting arrow
lined up together, flow will you do it? (Turn the dial.)

Now read the degree reading. Where will you, read it from? (The pencil line, not the
(Iirection of travel arrow.)

5. Why do people on one side of the group have different degree readings than people on other
side? alveryone is at different angles to the object.)

Practice z1 Vew times.

IV CONSTRUCTING AND USING TI ll INSTANT MAPPliR

There are 10.1ny ways to make maps, but one of the easiest and most fun is by using the instant
Ina pper. Your students can easily make the instant mapper and Icam how to use it.

MA/nal/oar .1Iaking Instant illapper:

Niaterials:

1 piece corrugated cardboard, 81/2- x 11'' (smooth both sides)
1 piece graph paper, x 101/2"
1 ph!ce cfrar contact pal.,er (adhesive on one side) 81/2- x 11"
Scotch or masking tape, I or 2" wide and 40" long

I brass fastener 7110 of an inch
1 acetate disc, frosted one side,
Scksors

Making the Azimuth Graph Paper Sheet:

Draw a 03.,a- diameter circle in the middle of graph paper. Label one
end of (he graph paper (8" width) "top." Starting at the part of the
circle closest to the top of the graph paper, mark and label every I()

I On

Top

o°



degree azimuth running counterclockwiFe on the inside of the circle.
See. diagram.

Constructing the Mapper:

1. Position graph paper on cardboard in order to leave edge of
cardboard exposed for contact paper to adhere.

t§ /
2. Peel back edge of paper covering the sticky part of contact paper

and position the sticky part at top of cardboard and graph paper.
Now strip off rest of contact backing paper and smooth the clear peel off backing
part over the cardboard and graph paper.

graph paper

3. Take Scotch mystic tape or masking ta pe and bind edges of
instant mapper.

4. Center the acetate disc over the circle on the graph paper with
the rough side up.

5. Make a slit (with knife) through the cardboard and acetate at
center of the circle.

6. Push the brass fastener down through the acetate disc, through
the slit in the mapper and bend back the fastener prongs.

7. Make one straight ink mark from any point on the edge of the
acetate toward the brass fastener until it meets th.: circle on the
graph paper. (This is your map-making orienting mark.)

8. Attach a short piece of masking tape to the outside of the acetate
dise to use as a handle.

Making a Map:

cardboard

Top

acetate disc

The instant mapper is designed to draw the map of your area as you determine the compass bearings
and distances. (It will be easier to learn to use if you already have the bearings and distance
recorded of the area you want to map. Map one of the Boy Scout Compass and Pacing Problems.)

Here is how to map an area with the following field notes.

Degree Rent/big Field Notes Dist.

3)0° 25'.(
20'

4----5
I 0'115o 30'15, --->

85° I 35'.(

Plotting the first bearing and distance

a. Turn the acetate disc until the ink line is directly over the
.3200 mark on the dial.

b. Pick any point where two graph paper lines cross and put a
dot on the acetate disc at this point and label with a

Determine a scale for your map. Let's say that each square is
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(Mc inch. (Select a tica IC. lid t allows you to draw your whole
map on the acetate disc.)

Draw a line from Point 1 at the top of the insjant mapper
parallel to the lines on the graph paper (25 squares !Or .25
It.). Put a "2- along side the point where the 25 foil
distance ended.

2. Sccond Bearing and DislalICC

Now turn the acetate disc until the ink mark is directly over
t he 225 ()mark on the dial.

N. Draw a line from Point 2 toward the top of the instant
mapper for 30 feet (30 squares) parallel to the lines on the
graph paper. At the end of the line make a dot and label it

Third Bearing (tnd 1)islance

Now turn the acetate disc until the ink line is directly over
the 85 ()mark on the dial.

N. Draw I line from Point .3 toward the top or the instant
mapper for 40 sqtuires (40 ft.) parallel to the line on the
graph paper. At the end of the line make a dot and label it
"4-. Point 4 should coincide with your starting Point I.

Directions to Draw Land Features on Map:

I. Stand zit starting Point I and face ground Point 2.

lold mapper waist high and turn acetate disc until the ink mark
is on 320 ()on the inside dial. You and the instant mapper and
the line from Point I to Point 2 should ull be lacing Point 2 on
the ground.

3. Next measure distances along the line by pacing. Put in any land
features such as trees. Fences. roads or buildings that you want
located on the map.

Repeat for other hearings and distances.

V LAYING OUT A NATUR1 FRAIL

Top

One way to apply the compass pacing and instant mapper skills is to lay out a nature. trail from a
given set of NearuTs or distances.

Ahead H tune have a traverse layed out ni the immediate area. Make a course following either of
these

lav (int aiimuths and distances to each pool( along Ihe trail. lAaniple: Shit at the apple
trec, an 31'l degrees lor 150 rect.
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2. Descrihe edch point (from a known heginning) and iisk them to jot down the atimuth and
distance h point. 1...xample: Starting it the apple tree. there is an alder tree northwest of
here. \Vhat is the hearing and distance, etc.?

1
TASK A: (90 minutes) Worls in a group of 3 or 4.

From the lwaring and distances on this sheet, construct a nature trail map using pacing, compass
and instant irrapper skills. 1>o 'fask k as you reach each station. Include the following on your map:
scale, date, north arrow, legend, title and map marker names.

Start it a 40 foot snag. Go 120 feet at 60 degrees to Station 2. Then go 23 feet at 294 degrees to
Station 3. Fifty-three feet at 285 degrees to Station 4. One hundred-thirteen feet at 285 degrees to
Station 5. One hundred seventy-three feet at 175 degrees to Station 6. Ninety-nine feet at 152
degrees to Station 7.

What is the distance nRt direetion to your starting point?

1 CYPRESS NATURE TRAIL
I

/
I /
\
\ /

11-

I /

/\

COMPLETED EXAMPLE OF TASK A

7
109

3/4" = 40'
stint Assi= SCALE

0 20 40 feet
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TASK (30 minutes) Fill in the Ibllowin,g from observations made at each stop on your map.

Start at the large black cedar snag marked with blue ilagging. This is Station I and your first stop.

Write down your observations and questions. (Do this at each succeeding station.)

3, 3.

4.

5. 5.

'Fhis is Station 2.

1. 1.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

This is Station

I. I.

3. 3.

4, 4.

5. 5.

This is Station 4

I .

2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5, 5.

0



Completed Example of Task B:

Cypress Nature Trail Teacher's Guide

. ( War Snag

What do you notice about this sna,?
I low do you think it got killed?
llow does it affect the environment?

Bearer-Guawed Maples

What kind of animal do you think could have caused those scars?
What can you tell HS about this animal?

3. (at- or Bear-C7awed /ilder

Can you make up a story about what happened here?

4. .Vixt 1.- Year-Old Douglas Fir Growing in the Remnants of a Cecbr Snag

Describe what you see here.
I,ist the events from the oldest to the youngest' that you think took place to have this happen.
What does this tell us about the history of this area?

5. Cedar Slump, Fire Killed, Cut aml With a llole in the Base

What do you think happened here'?
What kind of an animal might live in that hole?

6. Oh/ Scribed Suney Stake (I-lave mai) of area showing survey lines at stake.)

What do you notice about this stake?
What arc some reasons it might be here?
Find the location of the stake on the map.
What arc sonic reasons for land surveys?

7. Remnants of a Barbed-10re Fence

Why do you think this fence is here?
What is the significance of the rellc,e to animals?
Where (hoes it or did it go?

)

1.1 2



VI. CONS FRIA' HNC; AND USING -111k CARDBOARD BOX KANN TABU:.

. A plane table is a device for !napping all area without usMg compass bearings. Only one
measurement is needed that of a base line. All objects to he mapped are then located by
triangulation ((he intersection of two lines).

The plane table can he used to make a map of :I schoolyard, an environmental study area, a
schoolroom or \'our own backyard.

A minimum of two and a maximum of live person,, per group should be used.

Necacd:

3 cardhoard ,.artons
Unlined paper x 11-
Wooden 12- faders (one per table)
Map tacks (4 per group small nails will do)
Masking tape
Pencil with eraser
Plastic flagging 2 colors
Ileavy twine
Stakes (2 per group-)
Sacking needles (Optional. Can be obtained from Duncan LK: Sons, Inc.. 313-17 2nd Ave. S., Seattle,
Wa;11. 98104. Phone: MA 2-1310)

Omstructing thc Planc Tablc:

I. Place cardboard boxes one on top of the other. Thread boxes together with ZI sacking needle
and stout cord. (Smaller children may want them on their Sides.)

1 lape paper to the top of the box.

The I 2- sight ruler will he used as a siglaing guidc. Drive map tacks into the ruler making
sure tacks are equidistant from one edge of the ruler.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

MAP TACK MAP TACK

n
I 13

Tie boxes together by
sewing cord through
both boxes.



Using Planc

I. Establishing a Base Line

After you determine the area to be mapped, pick two objects to be included in the map that
are the farthest apart. Set up your plane table near one of these objects to be included in the
ma p.

b. Drive a stake- at the base of the plane table. Now pace the longest distance that must be
mapped and drive in the other stake. On the way back to the plane table, measure the
distance. THIS IS YOUR BASF LINE AND THE ONLY MEASUREMENT NEEDED,

STAKE 1
PLANE TABLE

STAKE 2

e. Choose a place on the paper for a starting point for your map (this can be anywhere, just so
you can get the rest of the map on the paper).

d. Stick a pin iii the paper at the starting point. Put the edge of the sight ruler against the pin.

e. Get your head down toward the plane table so you can sight over the pins of the sight ruler
toward Station 2. the second point on your map,

I. Keeping the edge of the sight ruler against the pin, line up the tops of the two pins on the
sight ruler so that they are in a direct line with Station 2.

g. Draw the first line on the paper. front Station 1 toward Station 2. (Be sure you don't shift
the ruler while drawing this line.)

2. Locating Map Features

Now .you are ready to draw lines toward all the other features you want to include on your
map. It is done the sante way you drew tlie-line toward Station 2. The theory behind using
the plane table is to locate points of intersecting lines.

b. Do not move the plane table. Keeping the edge of the ruler against the pin, line up the tops
of the two pins on the sight ruler so .they are in direct line with the object you wish to
include on your map.

Keeping the ruler still, draw a line from the pin along the edge of the ruler to the end of the
ruler,

d, Label each line with the name of the object. Station I base line of plus rays:
TELEPHONE POLEn fa , ,

BUILDING

TREE'

STAKE 1

STREAIO

1 14

-F

'.1

STAKE 2

STREAM



Measuring Base Line and Determining Scale

a. Pick up the plane table and walk to Station 2. counting the number of steps between
Station 1 and 2. (This is your base line.)

h. The size of the area to be mapped determines the scale of the map. Given an 8" wide paper
at scale 1" = 100', the map will have a space 800' wide. Given an 8" wide paper at scale 1" =
40', the nilp will have 320' wide. Given an 8" wide paper at scale 1" 20', the Map will have
a space 160' wide. (Since we are using standard rulers having inches and 1/4 inches, the scale
is best divisible by 4'. Thus if = 40', then 1/4" = 10'. If 1" = 20', then 1/4" = 5'. If 80', then
1/4" = 20'.)

e. This must be determined by observation and estimation and by actually measuring the
greatest distance between two objects to be included on the map.

4. Orienting the Plane Table Between Station 2 and Station I

a. Measure and place a pin on your map at the point indicating Station 2. (Position determined
by scale.)

Put the sight ruler up against this pin and sight backwards to Station 1, turning the plane
table so that the edge of the ruler runs exactly along the line you just drew.

c. Your plane table is now oriented to Station 1. DO NOT MOVE THE PLANE TABLE
AGAIN. Station 2 plus rays:

STAKE 1

TELEPHONE

1
BUILDING

TREE
.

Plotting Features on the Map

-

STAKE 2

STREAM

a. You are now ready to locate the positions or those objects on which you sighted in Step I ,

b. Let's say that one of the features you wanted to include on the map was a lone apple tree.
Without moving the plane table from its orientation to Station 1, .put the edge of the sight
ruici :iizainst the pin indicating Station 2 and line up the tops of the two pins on the sight
ruler so they are in direct line with Mc apple tree.

Without moving thc ruler, draw a line along the edge of the ruler toward the apple tree, The

I I 5



line you are drawing now should cross the line you drew in Step I. Where the Iwo lines cross
is the location of the apple tree on the map.

d. Repeat this procedure for all the other features you wanted to include on 'he map (and for
which you drew lines in Step I ).

e. This procedure may be carried on indefinitely, such as setting op a Station 3 beyond Station
2. Th is eou 10 be a prolongation of hase lines 1-2 or it may be in another direction.

Base lines
Intersecting lines to
locate features to put
on map.

't; 0



Investigating an
Environmental Issue

Adapting the Process Investigation to Your School and Community

Ofhlrevigatimr Environmental Issue

Process Skills: Interpreting, collecting. recording, describing, analyzing, summarizing.
recommending, evaluating, comparing.

Suggested Grack Levels: 8-12. Social Studies, Science, Language Arts, Creative Arts, Mathematics,
Health. This activity involves students by utilizing process skills in a variety or disciplines to
experience, understand or improve local environs.

Environnwntal Study Sites: This investigation can be used in. a rural, suburban or urban
environmental study site such as a shopping center, school, small town, industry, housing area
or neighborhood.

Designing Additional Experiences: :Fond Environnwnt Education (see resource list)

As a result of participation in this environmental investigative process, participants will. have:.

Plmse Identified, collected and analyzed data and information about the issue.

Pluise Identified and listed individuals and/or groups who might be interested or affected by
the issue and identified questions and concerns they might have about the issue.

Described in writing a summary or interest groups and points of view.

Described in writing the history of an assigned interest group. Roles played are those
that groups position in a simulation model about the issue.

Phase III: Developed an action plan for implementing i recommendation.

Constructed and presented recommendations for a solution or the issue to the
decision-making body.

Phase IV: Constructed a list or criteria to evaluate the presentations and recommendations and
will have made a decision based on that criteria.

Plmse V: Described in writing his ideas about the processes in which he was involved.

Phase VI: Constructed a matrix of at least six different inforimition sources and made a
comparison between the st'y and the real issue,

cRHATS: This study process ltas hem adapted from the Tussock ,S1oth Issue Simulatim, Game, dereloped in the winter of-
IV 73 hy the Tussock Moth Education Om/miller of the Portland Metropolitan Enrironmental Education Council
(Char Mcl)onahl, chairpersml; Gay !lower; Chuck James,. reify Mickering: Ernie Mcnonahl, awl John Thompson).

119
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A Process for Invpstigatinci an Environmental Issue

11,.. provessc.; dud ocedures included here for investigA11112 an issue were developed because of the
need to invoke people more meanMgfully in the study of current pft)blems and issues relating to
environmental use alld is designed to he used by an individual Or group interested in
imestigating an enLironinental. issue. It is a loljeal process for eLlucators and students to use ill

classes.

This series of involLement ities allows you to locus on a current environmental issue or
situation. Ihe process N designed so that y.ou can use all or selected phases depending upon the
objectives of the study. For example, Phase I is usable by itself as the basis for analyzing data For an
IN.-WC:1nd having a group diseusion about it. If all the phases are used. they combine the elements of
role playing with a simulated deeision-making process or simulation model. liach phase identifies
sound options to consider (Iron) large gr)up to small group interaction) in studying the issue.

The proCess and fortut used here can he easily modified or adopted-to fit the study L.); any
cnvironniental issue or concern. The study Call be as brief or as long as the motivation and interest
of the :iudienk..e.

I fere ;ire otite things to consider ill planning how to use thk process with /I group of r,tudents.

3,

4.

Anal!, ze tlie needs of your students.
Analyie ',,he time coiNtraints in your teach* situation.
Analyte the role that this plays ill your curriculum.
Decide what phases of the process you want to accomplish.

The study of environmental iSSUCS usually involves a variety of considerations such as:

Most environmental issues are extreniely complex.
Ihere are many varied interest groups affected by any situion.
.1 he factors affecting a .ituation are many. such as:

a resource commodity
a land Luse planning policy
weather mid climate

local economy
management policiA of different agencies
land Ownership
recent national environmental policy

ihie eireet, or :in isue and :My action about it can be:
local
st:itewide

m01011,11

international
An issue has hotli short-range and long-range el Icel. and implications:

politicaHY
socrsill:
cnvironment.ilb.

hiviromilent,il issues. hhe imin other issiws 11.be no absolute rights or wrongs . no single
.111.0. cr.



Any decision about an issue will he a seleLtioll of one of several possible alternatives. It may reflect
trade-offs in values of the factors involved and the people and groups affected by the decision.

The use of lesson plans in the Investigating Your Fnvironnient Series, such as Soil Investigations for
I.and Use Planning, Nleasuring Sonic Water Quality and An Urban Investigation, may help in
collecting and analy/ing information about Ow issue.

In, prock-Ns ,diould 1,e mi. (o hest meet the object iv-s and the nc I . of the group
using it.

IA I-low Chart of the Process

How chart illustrates the phases tilil tasks that a group can follow in investigating this issue.

Phase 1

Phase II

A
Identify
Interest (innips
and Concerns

I I.

13.

and

I'lldso III

Pli,ise V

P11.1,,c V I

Looking at
the Issue

Interest Groups

Task A
13

I)

Stinimarite the
Points Of View

(,.
and I)ivide into

Interest ( iroups
for Rolc-Ilaying

l'oNk Ttisl: II
Task 1

.1De Vol (1P in g

IZecoin nda I ons

1)ecision -11a L in'g

thc hoccs,

till \ I P

\\ I I

I '1

lask M

1 ash N

tl



Teacher Planning Sheet

For optional use by teachers iii plamiing the activity'.

You will notice that in each phase several procedural options are given. The teacher or facilitator
should select or help the participants select the most appropriate option based on the time
constraints. needs. capabilities of the student and the objectives of studying the issue.

PHASI 1,001IN( i I ) I))

()ptions: I:ntire class
Selected students
Teacher

PlIASF IDFNTIFYING POINTS OF VIEW OF INTEREST GROUPS
(Tasks F to II

A. Identify interest groups

Options: Entire class
Teacher/small groups

U. Summarize interest gre ups' points of view

Options: Entire class
Small grouos

C. Divide into interest groups for role playing

Options: Entire class into interest groups
I.:nitre class into interest groups and decision-makers
Selected students

PHASE Ill: DI:VI:JAWING RITONINIFNDATIONS TO PRESENT TO
DLCISION-MAIURS (Tasks I to L)

PI IASI

Options: Verbal presentation
Written sta tement
Combination of above
Visual displays to accompany verbal/written statement

DITISION-MAKINt; (Task M)

"Pt ions: Class discussion after presentation;
Small ),,roups make ;ffilonomous decision, then entire

class discussion.
hieh interest group elects one pasoll to focnt

decision-wok ing hotly:
Selected students arc dection-nlakers;
Outside group is decision.niaker

. 4,1
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PlIASE V: EVALUATING THE PROCESS (Task N)

Options: Entire class
Small groups

PI IASI.: VI: FOLLOW-UP Will I THE REAL ISSUE (Tasks 0 and P)

Rationale for Sel-
ecting This
Option

PHASE I

PHASE II

PlIASI' III

MASI; R!

Materials and Task
Cards Needed for
rhis Phase

I 2.1

Things to Do to r,et
R e.a d y for This
Phase and Option

1

A Ner-Thoughts:
Notes and com-
ments about the
organization, use of
mat e rials, student
reaction, adapt-
ations and changes
cc additions made in
procedures or
materials.



Procedure for Investigating the Issue

IASE I: LOOKING AT 'HIE ISSUE

Objective: As a result of participation in Pilaw I, students will have analyzed information about an
issue and summarized the facts about that issue.

!lave students collect infonnation about the issue from all the sources possible: newspaper reports
and data from appropriate land management agencies, i.e., the Department of Environmental
Quality, magazine articles, interviews and maps.

Task. .1-D give the soulents guidelines iu formulating their own summary of the probk,m
and its implh.;''

TASK A: Describing the Issue

Describe issue size, location, economic, social, history of use, et:,

TASK 13: Collecting and Recording Information

List sonic factors that might affect this issue.
Decide what you want to find out about this issue.
De,eribe the kind of data that needs collecting.

, Interpretin die Information Collected

vibe what the collected data tells you about the
:omparisons, contract, or cause and effect relat etc.

I lid the investigation,

I SK D: Analyzing the Impact

ibe !lie general interest and impact or issue.

/

Politics Other



Opt ions. (Select onc or the following options to use with class in Phase i) ,
a. Entire class researches problem using basic data provided in written material. Students rill

out Tasks A-D individually or in small groups. Class discussion about the problem.

b. Selected students introduce the problem through oral presentations. Students can each
present .one part of the problem or make presentation through the eyes of one 01 the
interest groups affected by the issue. Studentsfill out 1 asks A-D rrom the information given
in the presentation and the written material provided.

c. feacher introduces the issue with an oral presentation about the problem. Students lin out
Tasks A-D from the information given ill the presentation and the written material provided.

PHASE II: IDENTIFYING INTEREST GROUPS

hicutifi.ing Into; (;).()Irps:

Objective: As a result of participation in Phase II a student will have identified and listed
individuals and/or groups who might be interested or affected by the issue, and identified questions
and concerns they might have about the issue using Task E and F.

Tasks IF: Interest Groups and Their Analysis. These tasks aro for analysis to what groups should
be in% information they will be interested in.

TASk

Group
Group,
Groups

l'ossible Interest Groups
Who

luals %%no are interested
luals who should he interested

.ii,..;duals who are affected

Ho% Why

TASK :1.! the Interest Groups

List iio oncerns each group might have. List interest groups and individuals might be
inter, ,..ted by this issue.

('011(,. (211eqh)111'

. i)1 umbel will lie at leeted'.'

It, I li It (,1 ,,,1111)e

II, the \vilt101,-

\,H 'I it Itt ilt lilt' I doei held'

Intcrtv liroups N

- I



Options: Select one of the following options to use with class in the above task of Phase II. (Each
student filk Out entire lab sheet.)

H

hitire class:
. Indivi(! ually

2. Small groups

Teacher provides list ot- interest groups for a starter:
. Students till out list of questkms and concerns

a) Individually
b) Small groups

2. Divide class into small groups. Fach small aoup should list five to six questions Or
concerns for just one of the interest groups. Fact) vsoup list is compiled into a master
list.

Snnonari:ing lii Wrest Comps' Points of View:

Objective: As a result of participation in the second section of Phase H, students will have
described in Nxriting a sunlmary of interest groups and points of view using Task G.

Task ("i: Summary points of view of interest groups. One can see at a glance ;) summary of how the
issue affects the groups involved and how each group might view it.

(;: Summarizing, t11,. Points of View of hiterest Groups

Complete the following chart:

-------- ----------
Imeresl Go,to).s II/story C'oneerns They I low They Are Alternatives
(li'ho They ..Ire) terestv Pact,

I'resent, Puture
Hare About the

Issue
Affected by
the Problem

Picy Alight
Choose and Why

Option. Select ofle of the followillo, options for the ela, to list; in the -,,,ond section of Ploise H.

a. I

Small groups could do Task G here or they could wait and use ;utter each interest group has
deceloped their own -group history- in depth.

arid(' lnleret l;rtmo for Role-11(101w

)hjectiNc. result of Participating in the third pail of Plide II, Aodents will have described in
writing the history of an assigned interest group using .1 ask II and role played I heir lzroup's position
ru I

Uclole hoconte too incol\cd in the ;111Wer., i)lunions to the prohku.s, they
.hould stwnd luta .1 1111 \'111r W/U) 1hcr tin' (who the represent ). determine the philosophy oi the
tuoup tho. repiesent ,ind prepare a capsule "group histoi

12.6



Tatik !I : Interet Caoup I listory. This task helps the participants identify who they are, analyze
their role and determine their philosophy. Also, it helps prepare them for developing a proposal in
the next phase.

TASK II: Developing the Interest Group Ihstory

Complete the t ..-hart for the interest group you represent:

YOUr group represents

Made up of

Your interests are:
Past
Present
Future

I low your group is affected by the problem or issue

Otie,tions or con,. rns

Additional information.

Options:: Te,wher one option tor the classIO-ns,iii last section of Phase Ii

ire class dis sic; into interest groups (number off. draw straws, appointment by (eacher,
etc.),

Rai of class . ides into interest groups and becomes decision-makers.

,. Selected st ;ILA as individual representatives of interest groups, while the rest serve as
decjsion-mak.1,.

III: DIA' I. RFVONIMFNDATIONS TO I'RNSEN:T TO DECISION-N1AKFRS

01).lectIve: Al the end of Phase III student., v H have constructed and presented a

recommendation foi a solution of the investigated issuc to the d:cision-making body using Tasks
I-1:. Presentatkms should be in Ille form of a recommendation, proposal or plan of action as a
solution to the investigated issue. 'Hie presentation should also contain a justification statement for
the recommended action.

Tasks I-K: dy/ing factois, coury.-, of aetion and .iction plans. A procedure to imaly/e factors and
alternatives. to develop possible ..onrses of action lo develop a plan to implement your
prop ,seLl recommendations,

IASI\ Analy/ing 1:ak:tors and Alternatives to Present ondaions

I low different laoThrs contribute to oblems of current kStle.

111L.111,111Vti prewnt effects ol ch,r on condition', I elimination, problem or issue modification
and substitution)

1



erA71< Analyzing Possible (')urse of Action (See Appendix for entire card)

4.

Possihle Course Of Action Advantages

L._

Disadvantages

TASK K: Developing an Action Plan that Could be Used to Implement Your Proposed
Recommendations

Suggested
S()1ut ion

of
)11

blentill.
Chwige Agents

hnpienlentation
Steps

Evaluation

TASK Reconunendations by Interest Group

Wc rccoI11Mcnd

Ily

Interest Group

OptIn: Select one of the tollowing options to use with class in Phase III for format of presenta-
tion.

Verbal presentation

visual displays to ;Iccompany

wildnation or Ilk: ahove

PlIASF. I\ l)FICISION.NIAI:ING

Objective As a result ()I participation in Phase IV, the stmlent will lia-c constructed a list or
criteria ti ilnaIe the presentation and recommendation and will have made a decision kiscd on
that erit usinr.I'ask I.

"Decision hikilw." mav sIIi involve an evaluation ot ,en ptopw,;11, ot UMW ;1,Ctll'al
1114 pils:11`, is icecpkthle to . he deL ision-makers.



Task N1: Establishing (.riteria' to Evaluate Recommendations. The purpose of this task is to develop
the critexia you will use in evaluating the proposals based on such items as the needs of the people,
characteristics of the land, complexity of the problem and other social and economic factors.
Develop sonic kind or matrix you can use in evaluating the presentations while they are being given.

TASK NI: Establishing ( i. H, Ate Roinmendations

Establishing criteria to evaluate recommendations to be used by a decision-making body.
2. After hearing the presentations, rate it on the .21lart below.
3. Rate recommendations against criteria.

Recommendations hy Interest Gnmps

List items needed to consider in evaluating piesentatLTIs Name of interest group

Summary of the decision-making evaluation and report

NO IT: There are man V 1I'dr. /0 nuiAc 1 decision. I 'wing i.s onlv one of them.

After each group has analyted the facto!, affecting the prohlem. analyi.ed the alternatives and made
a decision on a possible course of action in Task NI, it would be important to actually write a letter
with their recommendations for sok ..:-Ig the issue (with their justifying statements and data) to the
appropriate group responsible (see Task A),.

Options: Select one of the Ibllowing options to use with the class in Phase IV.

a. No decision-nukers. Alter the presentations. the entire class evaluates and discusses Ihe
proposak. (AnHyte We consequences of each of the altericatives.)

I). Entire class is divided into small groups. Each new group should consist of one member
from each interest group. The neW groups will each act as an autonomous decision-making

C. APPoint, select or elect one Person from each inteicst group to be a decision-making body,

d Selected students (by .hance or appi.nitment 1 ui ,. :d the on-maki body
early in the game and lh ni hCCI !:1Vt )11 I P

(Mlside ,iips come .1. heat the presentation,. and become the decision-mak* bocly.
hese groups c,m1d he ) another class studying the problem. ,olothei class not studying

the problem, oi giou, of students from lasses.

1
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Pl IASI'. V: kVA' I ATI NG TI I PI:0(T:SS

Objective:
ideas about th,

-irticipating in Plias.. ludent ,111 i.. described in writing his
was involv, I ask N.

Task N: kvaluating the process. Using the que,tions as a starting point for discussion may help
emphasize the value ot involvement in current issues for reasons other than the accumulation of
in forma lion.

TASK N: kvaluating the Process

Respond to the following questions:

Group interaction and individual participation:

a. I low (lid you feel about your participation as an individual?
b. WhM were soine factors that helped people to work together in a group?
c. What things were done to encourage participation by everyone?
d. Did new leadership cinerge during these activities? What factors enabled this to
e. !low did you feet playing 8 role with which you were only slightly familiar?

Content and procedures:

happen?

a. In what ways was the (leeision-inaking process similar to real decision-making processes in
your life? (in your School and in your community)

Ft What techniques were used to convince, persuade or sell an idea?
What additional information would you like to have had in order to prepare a better
presentation or to vain more understanding about the issue?

Options: Selec.1 one (flf the following options for the class to use in Phase V.

a. Fntire class discussion

I). Small rionp discussions

c written evaluatimi

onthina I aft,

ll vl 01.I.OW WITI TI IF RI AI. ISS1,11' (AS IT I I,APPFNS OR AVIT,R IT I IAPPENS)

(Miceli\ e .1 result of iwticipating in Phase VI, the student \vitt have constructed a matrix of at
least six dillerent inleti malion sources mild made a comparison between the study of the real issue
usinr, lasks ()and P.

PhISC ,111 important part of this iictivit. filowing the real issue a the newspapers, television,
actual obserations. interviews, reports, ete \vitt allow the participant to compare their discussions
and decisions with those responsible for th,' nia.:agement of the land tr the particular issue being
studied,



It allows the participants to compare their data collecting techniques and processes with those in
the appropriate professions concerned with the iSS1i IIid can provide the opportunity for
participants to write for ;Rlditional information ahout the actual decision.

Task 0: Information Analysis. Task 0 provides an Opportunity to analyze a variety of information
from different sources. Comparisons can he wade hetwcen the points of view of different groups
NNit h your analysis of those groups in Phase H.

TASK 0: Analy/ing Information Sources

rviminc sources of information ahout the real issue.

(11ell'Alkiper,
lehTiS011,

rep)rl, (''C.)

Sown' ry.
IhfOrmulion (who

pill il oul agency,
individual, organi-

z(ition )

Dale

Purpose of
Publication or

Other InfOrmation
Pobits of

Vieiv Expressed

Task I': Comparing the Results. Task P provideS an opportunity to compare the results of your
study of the issue wit h the results of the actual issue as it develops (or after it happens).

1). ( mpdring the Results

Compare your study of the issue and situation with the actual issue as it develops.

Interest groups

Point of view

)k.eision-ma k

Implication of he decision

1 9



Appendix
Task Formats

TASK A: Describing the Issue

Title of Issue

Description of Issue:

What is happening?
Where is it happening?
Why is it happening?

(Past history and events, etc.)
Who is affected?
How are they affected?
What is the economic, aesthetic, social and political impact of the issue?
What are the possible courses of action about the issue?
Is there an environmental impact statement required and available? Where?

Name and address of tigency/organitation yith major responsibility ror final decision and
111;1 nagc n n t :
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'YAM: 13: Collecting and Recording Information

List sonic.; factors that might contribute to the issue.

Describe what you want to find out about this issue and/or its factors.

Describe the kind of data that needs to be collected.

Information sources about this resource or activity (people, places, reports, etc.).

I.
1

3

Based on the information we have read and discussed, our group would like to find out more about:

3,

The questions we will ask to find out these things are:

3.

In order to find out more about these things, we will make specific observations about:

3.

NVL. will use the following data recording procedures:

3.



C: Interpreting the Information Collected

Alauagemeid Analysis Matrix

Management
practices used

for this resource
or activity

Why hictors to (Jonsider in Managing tlw Commodity

pecial
characteristies

the land Or
resource

(suitahilities)
(limitathms)
(constraints)

Economic
COMider-

talons

Effect of
current

managenwnt
practices on

the total
environnwnt

Descrihe what the collected data tells-you about the issue.

List comparisons contrasts and cause and elleet relationships that can be inferred from the
collected data.

What big ideas zire suggested by the interpretation of this data?

Wha t impl it:at ions do t hese big ideas have to environmental management?

Extending Investig2tiim

List parts of the investigation that can he explored more fully hy further data collecting

Describe further data that needs to be collected. (Where? flow often? What time or year?)

Describe what might he significant about collecting the additional information.
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TASK I): Analyzing the Impact

Based On the data you have collected so far, describe the general interest and impact, as yon sec it,
that this issue can have in the following areas.

Area

Locall y
(county, , city)

Interest

Impact

Other
Elwin ',Interns

Social
Patterns &ononnes Polit ics Other

r

Regiolially
(state or states)

Interest

Impact

Nat ioluilly

interest

Impaet

From the chart above, observations and analysis of information concerning the issue, construct a
brief statement which would summarize the general impact of this resource or activity.

1
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TASK LI Listing the Possible Interest Groups

It is imporldnt to identify tlic groups .,uhl individuals who have a right to be involved in
investigating, reporting. and solving the issue, List kcy groups Or individuals in the categories below.

Who

Timse grtnips indivithads that are
inR'rested in the issue.

Those groups or individuals slwuld be
interested in the issue.

Those groups or individuals that are
affected in the issue. Oho. include smile
from above,)

Alter im to Ta,,k An;11/ing the hitere.,;t tiroups

How or Why



-IASI: I..: Analyzing the Interest Groups

List questions or concerns each group might have. List interest groups and individuals Who might he
interested in (or affected hy) this issue. (From Dr. Mike Giammatteo)

Co/fret/1 QUe'stiollS

1

5.

7

8.

10.

Interest (hymns and Individuals



(;: Sununariting thc Points of Vie,,v of t Groups

-in.! the inIorriAtion an ,)thcr E you _Ai :lather al ti.
the

creg (;rou, lniv I Ivory !atere.vls Pa)t,
ruturc

1 G
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Cc

ig the ltit:re--T (-,roup Hist,

mg chart fur roup yol]

Yt;:i; ,rip Represents Question .r Concerns

..tLy. your gmup has (been

Present 'sent time your group is
tin,y

Ftiture .,:,,dicate that the future of
you.: -.

How affected by the problem

Additional .fm flimi data supplied



[ASK AnalviiH! I:actors:Ind Alternatives to Pre, tin

I is designed brainstorm all possible iilteniaL

Change this l:ietr teliminate, modify, substitotel

may son,

Example; Traffic Management

(1001

Width of streets

Stamlard work

hours

1'8

lhov Cootilhwo to

the Nohlou or Asue

, the L irs contrilm* to the ksti, Lake each factor and ask: "I foe

, 'hange in the issue?" Cooski ill ilternalives. no 'natter how sill:,

:koultires to Its

Previa 0»ulition

Causes traffic :NM Iliminaliqn: Put in walking

or hicyie paths

PCTihe How the Chimge

h711 1:11fcct Pmblein or

!'itc

Himinate car traffic, cause

changes in working-social

patterns

Modifiatlon: One-way streets Ease congestion because of

one-way flow

Substitution: Mass transit Minimize fluter of vehicles,

no congestion, less air pollu-

tion, etc,

Cause traffic jams Modification: Adjust starting,

closhig, working hours

Spread out tralTic over a

longer period of time

Eliminate car traffic, cause

changes in .working-social

patterns



ASI'. ,Analyzing c C ourses of Ak..tion

list of possible nrs. r action from Task 1 and all the other information and data you
:cted. List below ail! ail,, ze advantages and disadvantages of each.

P(wible Courve.s :lcIrailtagcs Disadralitugcs

1 on the int,.rests, needs an-i history of your assigned group. select one or more colirses of
action that your interest group :might support. Before deciding on your final recomment.:ations.
your group shoukl analyze these ,._:mrses of action using the chart in Task K.
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TAtil Ikvelop ig an

Select (,ne of the solations

Conipleie the rest of the

take foi its implementation,.

Solutiou

rocontnendation

or (1/Hr. of (1010)11)

Wrne in solution

sm!ges:,:d by your

up in Task

Wn you

. non Plan Th,!! Could lie ,.sed to Implement Your Proposed Recommendations

onimentlat ions or courii.'s aelion suggested by your group, Write it below under "Suggested Solution,"
iins task can help yon if your solution is feasible or not, and what course of action you plan to

Necc):)ary

Your liiea
Impleinent,:-.)n Steps

inc Your Idea

Ti

What kinds of technological

action would be necessary

to \.ment this dea''.

So

Via.. kinds of sociLi.:.,.,:tion

wou,..LI be necessary

imp: lent tlUs idea

What kinds Of political

bUTI would be necesarY

-o imylement this idea?

I go Ir Task L.

What kinds of things

could be done through

individual action?

Groups

WIliit kinds of things

could be done by/

through groups?

linformal and formal

organinti :1151

at kinds 01 things

done by/

agencies?

Evaluation Nethods

--- flow lVlI Yon

Follow Up aiul

Evaluate the Effec-

tiveness of Your

A ctions:'

What must be done?

in what order? when?

Steps

Target Date

I"ta..4



TASK I..: Making Recommendations by Interest Groups

We recommend (this action ahout the issue)

het...uw (of these facts)

(and these Opinions from our group)

The following steps would he necessary to implement our recommendation

By
Interest Group

t
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TASK Nt: Establishinv Criteria to h:valuate lecomniendations

To he iN:LI hy decision-making body. Alter hearintt tlh: presentation, rate the recommendations on
the chart helow and rate them against eriterid.

Nark: There arc many lvt1,1'S to wake a decision. Voting is only one of them.

Criteria
( List items needed to consider

in era/twang pres('ntations)

Recommendations by Interest Groups

Nome of hl ercs Grollp

Sununary of the decision-makers evaluation and report:
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TASK N: Evaluating the Process

Respond to the following questions:

I. Group interaction and hulividuaI participation:

a. How did.yOu feel about your participation as an individual?
b. What were'Some factors that helped people to work together in a group?
c. What .things were done to encourage participation by everyone?
d. Did new leadership emerge during these activities? What factors enabled this to happen?
e. llow did you feel playinu a role with which you were only slightly familiar?

Content and procedures:

a. In what ways was the decision-making process similar to real decision-making processes in
your life? (in our school, in our community)?

b. What techniques were used to convince, persuade or sell an idea?
c. What additional information would you like to have had in order to prepare a better

presentation or to gain more understanding about the issue?
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TASK o: An2hzixg i !ormation Sources

Exarninc sourcL-, or int -zmation ihout the real issue.

Media, (new- 1

television,
report

Pf -' .1
riew.
;

St 1, ;....e of
bijOra.::.ion (who
put f:t otz: agency,
indit-:dual, organi-

zation)

Tide Date

Purpose of
Publication or

Other Inlbrmation
Points of

View Expressed

,
.

. :

,

,

. ,

,

..

,

,

.

,

..

,

.

,

i

.

,
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TASK P: Comparing Results

Compare your study of the issue with the actual issue (as it develops cr after it happened).

1f11 yres! Goups

Were the interest groups you identified in your study the sante as those actually involved'?

Which interest groups were most vocal in your study? In the real issue?

Which questions on your list (Task Card 13) were actually asked in the real issue?
What additional questions were asked in the real issue?

Points of l'iew

Compare your summary of points of view (Task Card (l) with the points of view expressed
during the real issue.

Did any of the groups in the real issue change their original position as the issue developed?
What reasons could account for this?

Was there dissent within the various groups during the issue and following the final decision?
What was the nature of this dissent'?

What new lack and figures were brought out during the real issue?

ncrisfim-Ahlking

Compare the decision-making process in your simulation (if this was a part of your study) to the
actual decision-making process. Who were the decision-makers in each? What lactorg had the
most influence on the decision in each?

What did each group "win- and "lose- ill the real issue?

What complannises were made'?

/moll/ atioft. % of the nerision

What provisions are going to he made for follow-up studies of the proposed action?

What future issues or situations might have components similar to this issue?

In general, what are the political, economic, scientific and environmental implications of the
final decision'?
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Resource List

When requesting information from the followirilz 5 otirces, be ."pecific. Identify the type of informa-
tion and, if possible, provkle a brief deseriptioo of how the Information will be used. The descrip-
tion will allow your resource the opportunity to include iidditional information that is not already
available with general requests. Along with the aldresses and titles of organizations, yOU MU rind it
brief description or listing of the types of inforniation available.

I. Indiana Department of Public
Instruction
Room '17
State Ilouse
Indianapolis, Ind. 46204

2. Indiana State Board of I lealth
Divkion of I lealth Education
1330 West Michigan Street
Indianapolis, Ind. 4620(

3. I)epartment of Natural Resources
Public Information
Room 608
State Office .Building
Indianapolis. Ind. 46204

4. Soil Conservation Service
Department of Agriculture

Suite 2200. Atkinson Square, West
5610 Crawfordsville Road
Indianapolis. Ind. 46224

5. Indiana Cooperative LNIension Service
Agriculture Administration Building
Purdue University
West Lafayette, Ind, 47907

6. ("minty I lealth 1)epartnient

Ilith.111,1 I ling :\s,,ociati()n
,30 I ilNt l'ue()Itia Street
Indianapolis, Ind. 46204

flivironmental Protection Agency,

()lie North \Iv acker I)ii\ e
Chic,igo, Ill, 6006

Total 1:nrironmental 1.2(lm IIuni linidc

ti'hoh' Earth Design
Environmental Eilm Library (list available)
Literature on Environmental Ilealth

Conservation Education Material
Conservation Him Library

Brochures
('Lirrieulum Guide for C'onscrvation Education
Outdoor Classroom., on School Sites
Teaching Soil ami Water Conservation /I
oassroont aml Field Guide

Outline fOr Teaching Conservation in
Elenientar.l' Schools

AgricultuR information con be ordered through
the counlY ofnee.

AddresseS Can he obtained through your local
phone directories, Your I oeal IIe,ilthu
DePartment has total access to the State Board
it Health information prt)grani as well as more

tie Wiled information On yotir local area.

Information on lung. diseases and air pollution
problem" is available 110111 their public
information department.

(;enetal information on environmental problems
i" iVuilalIe to the public in addition to specific
en\ Irolmiental education and activity piorsonl,
for the scluml,



9 American Camping Association
Bradford Woods
State Road 67
Martinsville, Ind. 46151

10, U.S. Forest Service
161.7 J Street
Bed ford, Ind. 47421

Catalog of publications and camping
publications is available.

Environmental materials are available.

-I
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